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Surprise as EMI LED 

closes - Kaupe quits 

50p 

THE LICENSED Repertoire Division of EMI Records will close on February 1. The shock news was broken to staff on Monday afternoon, and managing director Alan Kaupe, who has been responsible for the division since its launch in 1977, has resigned from the company. The recently-launched Cobra label has been dropped, while Island and Chiswick Records will be handled through EMI GRD. The eight remain- inglicensed companies - Motown, Stax, Bronze, RAK, MAM, Hurricane, Source and Fantasy - will transfer to Liberty-United Records. Artists signed to Cobra will be released through GRD labels. Of the total 32 LRD staff, 14 are believed to have been made redundant, including Julian Moore, Cobra market- ing manager, Jim Howell, marketing manager, and Cobra a&r chief Tony 
Liberty-United will be taking staff from the LRD to man the transferred labels, although it will be handling all the increased sales with its own sales force with the addition of only one new recruit (from the disbanded EMI Imports team). A small number of staff will be absorbed into the GRD - including a general manager. Brian Berg's successful EMTV divi- sion is to be transferred to the GRD, along with Island and Chiswick, which make their move to Manchester Square as part of an a&r decision. Leslie Hill, managing director of EMI Music Europe, said: "This step reflects the state of the record industry in Britain, and represents a determined effort by EMI Music to ensure we have two strong repertoire bases in the UK. "In addition it will allow EMI 

Records (UK) further marketing thrust on the development of its UK roster." The transfer of some operations to Liberty-United and the integration of others to Manchester Square will hap- pen during the last two weeks of January to ensure the new strategies are operat- ing normally by February 1. Commented Bronze Records chief Gerry Bron: "Obviously we are very disappointed about the closure of LRD because we got along with them very well - it's obviously a result of the current economic climate." The move is seen by the industry as enabling EMI to clear its decks to concentrate on UK and Capitol reper- toire, and has given UA a useful broader creative base from which to work. Liberly-United's turnover is esti- mated at around £8m at dealer prices - 

WISHBONE ASH, currently celebrat- ing their tenth anniversary, were pre- sented with special platinum discs to mark sales of their records over the ten year association with MCA Records. Pictured with the band are MCA general manger Stuart Watson, man- ager John Sherry, and MCA Interna- tional Record Operations president Roy Featherstone. 
equal to about a third of LRD's performance. The transfer is therefore seen to reflect Cliff Busby's success in running UA and the confidence that EMI's senior management has in one of its longest-serving employees. Alan Kaupe will i 

1979 Year End 
Report 

PINK FLOYD, Dr Hook and Queen helped re-establish EMI as top singles' company in the Christ- mas run-up - but was it enough to keep EMI above CBS and WEA for 1979? Abba's Greatest Hits Vol 2 was the clear winner in the Christmas LP market: did it oust Blondie's Parallel Lines as the year's top seller? How does disco's market share compare now with the begin- ning of 1979? Next week RB presents a year end report for 1979 with full details of the top records, companies and labels and theirs ups and downs 

More small co's at MIDEM 

Whispers to RCA 
THE WHISPERS' And The BeatGoes On' - at No. 2 in the Disco Chart and the hottest import since 'Ring My Bell' - has been rush-released and is avail- able now on 12-inch from RCA (Solar SO 12/1), with a 7-inch version (SO 1) 

CANNES - WITH the organisers claiming a turnout of 1350 firms from 50 countries, including a large measure of new business, Midem is obviously maintaining its prestigious position in the record industry calendar. However, with the major companies engaged in cost cutting strategies to contend with the recession in record sales, there are signs of a change of emphasis in the type of registrant now participating. It is beginning to look as though the future may bring about a reduced presence from the majors with the event reverting to the small company occasion originally envisaged when Ber- nard Chevry started 14 years ago. The UK contingent as ever is making 

a sizable contribution to the overall turnout. Last minute bookings meant that about 250 companies are rep- resented including 10 new registrants, of which over 50 have taken stand space, a modest improvement on last year. Demand for exhibition space hasn't declined and a new level accommodat- ing 100 units has been built linking the Palais des Festivals with the adjacent Malmaison. The talent galas, which in previous years have usually managed to attract some names of international calibre, are not exacdy crowd pullers. At the opening evening, the UK's Eddy Grant topped a reggae evening, while other major record corporations, CBS, promising French talent and Polish 

well a: Stan Getz, Buddy Rich and Sarah Vaughan were anticipated. Most awaited evenfng event was a European premiere ofThe Rose, the film based loosely on the life of Janis Joplin, which is being tipped to win an Oscar for Bette Midler in her movie debut. Also shown will be Blue Suede Shoes, a rock 'n' roll film produced in Britain with a 50s setting. Among official meetings are a con- gress of the International Federation of Popular Music Publishers and a discus- sion on Piracy In Sound Recording with reports from 11 countries, including the UK, represented by Robert Allan and Tony Hoffman. 
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NEWS 
100 jobs go 
at CBS plant 
WITH CBS Records' new Aylesbury pressing plant due to be officially opened this summer, the company has revealed that 15 percent of its manufac- turing workforce are being made redun- 

Following union negotiations, as far back as 1978, redundancy payments have already been made to between 60 and 70 stall', who all left at Christmas. An additional 30 staff are expected to leave CBS shortly. John Wheeler, CBS manufacturing managing director, emphasised that the redundancies were not a result of a decline in turnover. The new plant has been installed with automatic, as opposed to manual, presses, and fewer staff are required. Wheeler added: "There have been no problems with the unions over these redundancies and all staff have received generous redundancy payments." Limited production has now begun at the new Aylesbury pressing plant, but it is estimated that the full transfer of work from the old Aylesbury factory will not be completed until early summer. An ofllcial opening of the new plant is then scheduled. 

TV push for 
Gem film LP 
GEM RECORDS has decided on a heavy tv campaign to promote a GTO film soundtrack LP entided The Wan- derers which is released on February 8. Retailing at £4.49 the album contains 17 big 60s hits like 'Walk Like A Man' by the Four Seasons, 'Wipe Out' byt the Surfaris, 'The Wanderer' by Dion and 'Shout' by the Isley Brothers. The tv campaign kicks off in the Trident area on February 24 followed by a Granada push from March 25. The barrage is likely to go national after that, although no firm details are available. Supporting the tv spots will be a heavy ancilliary push including cinema trail- ers, consumer rock press advertising and store displays. 

O e Bootleg pressing plant 
discovered by BPI men 
FOLLOWING A BPI pressing plant at a disused Northum- berland airfield a series of promises to cease bootlegging were given in the High Court last Friday. The factory - M&C Pressings Ltd of The Manse, near Wooler - is the first bootleg manufacturing plant to be found in the UK. In the past it had   been thought the material came in BRONZE RECORDS has signed Girls from 'he USA or Europe. School to a worldwide recording con- M&C and its directors Marjorie and tract. The band's debut single Roland Counsel), County Recording 'Emergency' (BRO 89) is released on Service and director John Martin of February 1 and coincides with a 17 Binfield Berkshire - who cut lacquers date UK tour supporting Uriah Heap. - and Gedmal Galvanic of Leicester Signing the band is Bronze chiefGeny who supplied metalwork and stampers Bron. were all sued by David Bowie and 

Bands switch labels in 
CBS a&r re-shuffle 
IN A n 

I 

BILL STONEBRIDGE has been appointed Riva Records md and Dennis Collopy as md of Riva Music by Riva chairman Mike Gill. Stoneb- ridge has been with the Gaff group of companies for more than eight years while Collopy joined two and a half years ago. Collopy (far left) and Stonebridge (far right) are pictured here with Rod Stewart. 

increasing the to contempor- ary UK acts, CBS Records has restruc- tured its A&R department. Under the overall control of A&R director Muff Winwood, the depart- ment has been partially split, with a CBS A&R manager and an EPA A&R manager working with their own pro- duct manager and press officer on an initial twelve UK acts each. Howard Thompson has been appointed CBS A&R manager, working with product manager Andy Murray. Chas de Walley becomes EPA A&R manager, working with new EPA pro- duct manager Jamie Rubinstein, previ- ously in the A&R department. Press officers will be Angie Errigo (CBS) and Johnny Black (EPA). The restructuring has involved the 
Charmdale set 
for closure 
FOLLOWING WEEKS of specula- tion, Charmdale Records, the Acton wholesaler, has officially ceased trading. However its export company, Heathrow Records, stays in business. Director, Terry Windsor, blamed closure on the running battle with record companies over non-EEC imports. Over the last few months Charmdale has been involved in a scries of High Court cases with CBS Records. Windsor commented; "Record com- pany propaganda, in the form of mass mail-outs to our customers threatening legal action, has cut our sales volume to a trickle. With the high overheads of a large operation to support, we found we could no longer meet our commit- 

, spokesman said that most of Charmdale's 45 staff had been made redundant, although some have been absorbed into Heathrow Records. No decision has been made on Charmdale's remaining stock. 

transfer of certain acts between CBS and Epic in a bid to maintain continuity. After The Fire move from CBS to Epic, the Photos also move from CBS to Epic, and Bruce Wooley and Psychedelic Furs move from Epic to CBS. Winwood told Record Business: "We feel we have some very strong acts which should break during 1980, so we wanted to ensure that we had tight units to work on these acts, and follow through their development. Basically we have formed 

WITH THE signing of an agreement in the US with RCA Records, CBS has finally moved into the videodisc market. The licensing deal between the two companies will see CBS manufacturing and distributing videodiscs using the RCA Selecta Vision system. However the deal is not exclusive and CBS can adopt other videodisc systems in the 
The first videodiscs are not expected to hit the US market until the beginning of 1981. 

Buckler to top 
CBS press post 
KIT BUCKLER, head of publicity at Ariola Records for the last four months and head of press at A&M Records for the previous four years, has been appointed CBS Records' head press officer, effective from early February. He replaces Ellie Smith, who left CBS before Christmas to become managing director of Sire Records U K. 
NIGEL DICK has been appointed Stiff Records press officer, replacing Andy Murray who has joined CBS. Keith Smith, formerly with Island and Bserkley, lakes over from Dick as production man- ager. Tony Rounce has been appointed production assistant, reporting to Smith and Paul Conroy. 

RCA, and all gave undertakings to stop dealing with bootleg material. The BPI is also seeking Anthony Derrick Marsh of Dcroy Sound Ser- vices who is believed to have left the country and to be living in either Florida or the Bahamas. When the BPI's investigators visited M&C Pressings, they found hand pressing equipment capable of making either 12-inch or 7-inch records. Amongst the bootleg product pres- sed by M&C were illicit LPs by Bob Dylan, David Bowie and The Buzz- cocks. The BPI believes it has smashed the manufacturing arm of the 'Operation Moonbeam' distribution network that was cracked last Summer. Albums seized during those raids were traced to M&C by scientific investigator John Fassnidge. 
Indie status 
for Youngblood 
YOUNG BLOOD Records has been re-launched as an independent label by producer and music publisher Jan Olofsson, of Olofsong Music. Initially, distribution will be through Selecta. First releases will be announced during February, and the label is currently looking for new offices. In the meantime, the company is located at 6, Heath Close, London W5. Telephone: (01)997 6266. In the past, Young Blood has had success with such artists as Mac and Katie Kissoon, Don Fardon and Python Lee Jackson. Certain Young Blood back catalogue may be reactivated. The label is now looking for licensing deals outside the UK. 

Court delays 
Elvis single 

WEA RECORDS has won a injunction preventing release of Elvis Costello's planned new single 'Can't Stand Up For Falling Down' until at least next month. After a three and a half hour private High Court hearing. Mr. Justice Mustill granted a temporary order to Radarscope Records which is suing Costeilo, Riviera Global Productions, Jake Riviera, Andrew Lauder and CBS, claiming that if the record is released it will be in breach of agreements with the 
After the hearing, a CBS spokes- 

until the hearing of preliminary legal points next month. A WEA spokesman said: "WHA hopes it will be able to resolve the differences with Elvis Costeilo and Jake Rivieta." 
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MULLINGS 
OUR LADS have not been forgotten in this year's list of nominations for the American Grammy awards - Dire Straits are in line for Best New Artist and Best Rock Group Vocal, while Rod Stewart is shortlisted for Best Rock Perfor- mance and Best Pop Vocal Performance (where's the difference?) and Best Disco Recording. Nice to see Joe Jackson also nominated for the Best Rock Vocal with 'Is She Really Going Out With Him', Supcrtramp for Best Group Vocal with Breakfast in America and Chieftains 7 for the Best Ethnic Recording . . . with most companies still smarting from the shocks of 1979, CBS last week claimed an impressive 27 album awards (eight platinum) and 17 singles - the highest by the UK company in its 15 year history . . . worth noting that Buggies 'Video Killed The Radio Star' gave Island its first territorial million- seller - France; worldwide the record has passed the 3.5 million mark . . . after agreeing to deputise for ailing Tony Barrow on the Midem pr team, Phil Symes found his services required in Japan by a higher authority (well, PMC actually) and was in turn replaced by onetime A&M prcssguy Mike Ledger- 
FAREWELL TO Superpop, the teenybop music paper launched by Walsh Thompson - next week's issue is the last and the staff are out in the cold . , . with Little Bo Bitch's 'Take It Easy' showing signs of providing Cobra with a belated hit, much sympathy that a&r chief Tony Squires was not given longer to prove himself instead of becoming an EMILRD casualty . . . but there will be general approval to see Cliff Busby at UA emerging as a strong man - a reward for loyalty despite some tough times at EMI . . . and will those rumours linking Alan Kaupe with the top job at RCA once again do the rounds - assuming that is that RCA is seriously looking . . . another pending EMI departure is that of Phil Lloyd, manager of the Imports Division who goes at the end of the month after nine years with the company and will initially sign on for three months at college to study the Bible before hopefully securing a new post towards the end of the year . . . LAST WEEK the Evening Standard was asking 'The Final Curtain For Sir Ted?' and predicting that he will be announcing losses upwards of £5 million . . . according to Billboard, Ploygram's newly appointed president Kurt Kink- ele was in London on January 11 to sign the deal, but no confirmation was forthcoming from a company spokesperson . . . seems there are contracts out on BPI investigators Tony Hoffman and Deryk Cumberland following recent successes - and not to make their recording debuts either . . . AFTER TEN years in Tilney Street, Larry Page says the Arab takeover of surrounding property is too much and is moving out to 29 Ruston Mews, W11 (221 7179) . . . recently confined to hospital with broken leg caused by a charging dog, Alma Warren Leeds Music promotion lady . . . among those who responded to their Mullings New Years Honours was Virgin's Man Of The Year Richard Branson who cabled: 'My head was so big when I was born that my mum had to have a caesarian. What do you think you have done to it now?' . . . video preview of Lene Lovich BBC TV Arena spot, 40 minutes long, proved pretty insubstantial - more footage could have been devoted to live work or shots of the Stiff men working on the general ballyhoo . . . The Alley, a watering hole off New Bond Street, becoming the new in-place for receptions - Pye popped in there last week to toast a new female duoThe Lips who, 'tis being claimed, are very big in the USSR . . . JOHN SHEARLAW, Record Mirror news editor, arrived at the Tis Was tv show recording for a feature assignment, found himself led into a cage where buckets of water were hurled at him by Elvis Costello - all of which was broadcast live . . . Ted Francis, director of the forthcoming British World Songfest in Brighton used to be a dj for Overseas Rediffusion and later hosted the Bulova Watch Lifelines show which was broadcast by some of the private 
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The new single 

*60113 Serve 

Somebody' 
Taken from his hit album 'SlowTrain Coming' 

Bob Dylan CBS Single: Album: 'Gotta Serve Somebody [^J 
m CBS Order Desk Te 
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Dealer 

Viewpoint 
by Martin 
Anscombe 

Let dealers 
sell the 
licenses 
THE MACHINATIONS of the per- formance and copyright licensing authorities never cease to amaze me. There are DJ's and DJ's, there are discos and discos, but I doubt whether many of the small outfits will even know about licensing requirements, let alone fork out the proposed £25 a year fee. For the professional DJ this fee is very little. It may represent only 25p or 30p a session for one who does three or four gigs a week. However there are many small private enterprises and amateur outfits who may operate only occasion- ally where this sum may represent a considerable outlay per session. Furthermore, most regular DJ's play in already licensed premises with perhaps only one or two private func- tions for which they will consider it uneconomic to buy the annual licence. Much the same situations apply to the MCPS licensing requirements on home-tapers. I have made suggestions in print before about possible solutions to these problems and have written to the BPI, PRS and MCPS about it - without any response. Surely it's high time that the BPI grasped the nettle properly, and, on behalf of the PRS and MCPS, developed an entirely new approach to the licens- ing of public performances and copying of recording artists material. To my mind, the only sensible approach is to make licenses simpler to obtain and more readily available - i.e. from record shops. We retailers read all about the licensing "going-ons" in the trade press. If the amateur DJ or regular home-taper has a twinge of conscience, 

TV GUIDE 
NATIONAL: ALL REGIONS 

WESTWARD 
YORKSHIRE 

can he readily acquire details of how to apply for a licence? No! Want a TV licence? You go to the Post Office. Want a disco or homing taping licence? Then why not go to a record shop. Most retailers give DJ's some form of discount so nothing could be more sim- ple than to see their PRS licence (or sell them one) when making discount con- siderations. Similarly, the dealer could proffer an MCPS licence application form when selling blank tape: the mes- sage would soon get through. The range of licences should, in my view, be extended. For DJ's yes an annual licence of £25 is fine as far as it goes, but how about a casual licence, say at £ 1 valid for a week? This could cover the casual operator as well as the pro who docs the occasional outside job. For home-tapers, an annual licence (£8 in prospect I believe) may be off-putting for the occasional user, so why not offer an occasional licence at say 25p, again, valid for a week? AH this, if properly set up and administered by one central agency, could be operated so simply through the retailer, and would undoubtedly result in a considerable increase in revenue for the PRS and MCPS. There seems no reason, either, why "public places" licences should not also be available through music retail out- lets. There are any number of clubs, pubs, small hotels, cafes and what- have-you that do not have PRS licences: indeed I know one place that tapes all its 

AFTER ALMOST twelve months of searching for suitable premises, the Croydon-based one-stop Bonapartes, has clinched a deal for a new depot in Kings Cross, central London. It will house the wholesale operation, the Bonapartes label set-up last year, plus an export and management company. Bonapartes director, Steve Melhuish, commented; "Since last autumn we have not been concentrating on distribu- tion, but with the opening of this new depot, which should take place by the end of February, we plan to increase our wholesale business. We will also be revitalising the record label." Meanwhile, all remains fairly quiet on the non-EEC imports front, with both record companies and importers main- taining a reasonably low profile. Wholesalers and importers also report a fairly slow start to the I980's. However, an interesting item cur- rently on the shelves at the Hammers- mith importer Flyover is The Very Best Of The Sex Pistols, on Japanese import and featuring 'black Leather' and 'Here We Go Again' - two Pistols tracks never previously available in the UK. Flyover also has two albums from VSOP - The Quintet - Five Stars, which is a direct cut disc, and Life Urider The Sky. Both are also on Japanese import. London's Lightning Records has a number of special offers this week. They include the Eagles' The Long Run, at 

Mlima THE WORLD S largest record - the Fabulous Poodles' Think Pink, relea on Pye's Blueprint label on February 8. The disc is, in fact, a mere 12-mch, the first 10,000 copies come in a 24-inch square giant sleeve Ros Marks (left) and Clare Smith do their bit. 
"muzak" from the radio with no MCPS licence to boot. Furthermore, 1 believe that the ques- tion of performance licences for retailers should be reviewed. Shops selling records fall into one, or more, of several categories. 1: Those playing continuous "muzak". 2: General playing of current material. 3; Promotional use of audio and/or visual compilations. 4: On request, demonstration of specific discs either in booths or publicly (the latter usually due to sheer lack of space for 

: & Impc 

Bonapartes 
move to 
Kings Cross 
£2.45 dealer price, the Shadows' String Of Hits, at £2.45, Barbra Streisand's Greatest Hits Vo/ 2, at £ 1.75, Mike Old- field's Platinum, at £2.45, and Barry Manilow's One Voice, at £2.45. Scotia, in Edinburgh, has a good selection of US and UK overstocks, with dealer prices between £1.45 and £2.65. Among the titles are four Black Sabbath albums, the Commodores' Live, Mike Oldfield's Tubular Bells and the Bee Gees' Spirits Having Flown. Hottest new product from Disc Empire, all on US import, includes the Felix Cavaliere LP Castles In The Rain, Jocko's 'Ain't No Stopping Us Now' andCocky's 'Remone', both on 12-inch, the Chuck Mangione single 'Give It All You Got' and the John Lee and Gerry Brown album Chaser. Finally, new singles available from Camden-bascd importer Pacific include 'Heart Of Stone' by SVT, 'Baby It's You' by the Boys, 'Get You Back' by John Radar, 'Wild Weekend' bv Roni and The Jitters and 'World War Three' by the Suburbs. 

booth facilities). 5; No playing facilities. It seems to me that only shops in the first two categories should have a licence liability. Those in categories 3 and 4 are employing a normal sales aid which is not only to the retailers' advantage but also to the artists concerned by generat- ing the sales from which royalties are 
After all, Messrs Black and Decker do not demand a licence fee from hardware retailers for demonstrating a new elec- tric drill. If the BPI, PRS and MCPS and everybody else concerned with record- ing artists and the music industry stop- ped treading their weary old paths and put their thinking caps on to devise ways of making performance and copying licences quick and simple to obtain, I'm sure they would be rewarded by a very much larger market indeed. And at the same time they could give the retailer some incentive to operate a scheme and just see what he could come up with. 1 guess the average dealer could finger a couple of dozen unlicensed operators and premises in his locality, let alone countless home tapers. Wouldn't it be nice if a few explana- tions were forthcoming from the big janics to offset those the dealer has giving to his ci 
Polydor ran out of Bee Gees TV albums on Christmas Eve, and didn't have any more until mid-January. By then, of course, at the new price, upped by 76p. Try explaining that to custom- 
WEA failed to supply the Famous Five book cassettes in time for Christ- mas presents - "Sorry, Sir, 1 wish I knew". And what do 1 tell a customer who has been waiting for the Montrose album {K46276) for over six months? and what are GTO doing about the Jim Croce Greatest Hits cassette (LSMC 5000), similarly unavailable - a cus- tomer placed his order many moons ago. What have EMI done with 12WIP 6539 - Junior Murvin's 'Police And Thieves'? My customer for it seems to have given up despite his deposit. And docs EMB 3433 really exist with Pye. It's the only A1 Martino album sup- posedly available since Capitol deleted him from their listings. 
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Cha" ^ TITLE'ARTIST Label/Cal No o ★ 1 2 10 71 88 BRASS IN POCKET PRETENDERS REAL ARE 11 w ★ 2 / 8 59 90 WITH YOU I'M BORN AGAIN BILLY PRESTON & SYREETA MOTOWN TMG 1159 E ★ 3 8 8 59 75 PLEASE DON'T GO KC & THE SUNSHINE BAND TK TKR 7558 C ★ 4 6 3 54 86 MY GIRL MADNESS STIFF BUY/BUYIT 62 C ★ 5 11 5 49 51 I'M IN THE MOOD FOR DANCING NOLANS EPIC EPC 8068 C 6 4 7 40 74 TEARS OF A CLOWN - RANKING FULL STOP BEAT 2 TONE CHS TT6 F 7 1 9 40 75 ANOTHER BRICK IN THE WALL (PART II) PINK FLOYD ® HARVEST.HAR 5194 E ★ 8 12 ; 35 23 GREEN ONIONS BOOKER T & THE MGS ATLANTIC K10109 W 9 3 7 35 72 1 HAVE A DREAM ABBA O EPIC EPC 8088 c 10 9 11 33 38 1 ONLY WANT TO BE WITH YOU TOURISTS ® LOGO GO 370 R ★ 11 15 5 31 95 BETTER LOVE NEXT TIME DR HOOK CAPITOL CL 16112 E ★ 12 13 7 28 62 LONDON CALLING CLASH CBS 8087 C ★ 13 19 6 26 80 BABE STYX A&M AMS 7489 C ★ 14 33 8 24 67 IT'S DIFFERENT FOR GIRLS JOE JACKSON A&M AMS 7493 c ★ 15 30 9 23 68 1 WANNA HOLD YOUR HAND DOLLAR CARRERE CAR 131 w 16 14 11 21 68 IS IT LOVE YOU'RE AFTER ROSE ROYCE WHITFIELD K17456 w 17 5 7 21 49 DAYTRIP TO BANGOR (DIDN'T WE HAVE A LOVELY TIME) FIDDLERS DRAM DINGLE S SID 211 M 18 10 9 21 18 RAPPER S DELIGHT SUGARHILL GANG SUGARHILL SH/SHL 101 A ★ 19 26 5 18 81 1 HEAR YOU NOW JON & VANGELIS POLYDOR POSP 96 F ★ 20 28 9 18 68 SPACER SHEILA & B.DEVOTION CARRERE CAR 128 W ★ 21 49 2 16 22 YOUNG BLOOD UFO CHRYSALIS CHS 2399 F ★ 22 24 5 16 78 SPIRITS (HAVING FLOWN) BEE GEES RSO/RSOX 52 F 23 25 10 14 21 WORKING FOR THE YANKEE DOLLAR (EP) SKIDS VIRGIN VS 306 C ★ 24 42 5 13 18 JAZZ CARNIVAL AZYMUTH MILESTONE MSP/MRC 101 R 25 20 13 13 2 ONE STEP BEYOND MADNESS O STIFF BUY/BUYIT 56 C 26 16 10 13 63 MY SIMPLE HEART THREE DEGREES O ARIOLA ARO 202 A 27 17 10 13 30 OFF THE WALL MICHAEL JACKSON 0 EPIC EPC 8045 C 28 18 9 12 17 WALKING ON THE MOON POLICE (S A&M AMS 7494 C ★ 29 35 7 12 39 WE GOT THE FUNK POSITIVE FORCE SUGARHILL SH/SHL 102 A ★ 30 34 7 11 72 SARA FLEETWOOD MAC WARNER BROS K17533 W 31 22 7 1 1 65 JOHN, I'M ONLY DANCING (AGAIN) (1975) DAVID BOWIE RCA BOW 4 R ★ 32 55 8 10 69 ESCAPE (THE PINA COLADA SONG) RUPERT HOLMES INFINITY INF 120 C 33 29 10 10 65 MOONLIGHT AND MUZAK M MCA 541 C ★ 34 41 5 10 54 7 TEEN REGENTS RIALTO TREB 111 A ★ 35 64 2 9 58 TOO HOT KOOL & THE GANG MERCURY KOOL 8/812 F 36 32 8 9 65 MY FEET KEEP DANCING CHIC ATLANTIC K11415 W ★ 37 69 2 7 53 GOT TO LOVE SOMEBODY SISTER SLEDGE ATLANTIC K1 1404 W~~ 38 36 6 10 3 FREEBIRD LYNYRD SKYNYRD MCA/MCAT 251 C 39 40 10 7 59 THE WALK INMATES RADAR ADA 47 W " ★ 40 83 2 8 40 WONDERLAND COMMODORES MOTOWN TMG 1172 E - 

41 23 1 1 10 10 QUE SERA Ml VIDA (IF YOU SHOULD GO) GIBSON BROTHERS O ISLAND WIP 6525 E 42 21 10 10 11 UNION CITY BLUE BLOND1E CHRYSALIS CHS 2400 F 43 31 8 8 44 BLUE PETER MIKE OLDFIELD VIRGIN VS 317 ★ 44 57 3 8 41 ROTATION HERB ALPERT A&M AMS 7500 ★ 45 52 2 7 63 STRANGE LITTLE GIRL SAD CAFE RCA PB 5202 ★ 46 67 2 6 61 PARADISE BIRD - THE LETTER AMII STEWART ATLANTIC/HANSA K11424 ★ 47 85 2 7 58 THE PLASTIC AGE BUGGLES ISLAND WIP 6540 ★ 48 73 2 6 61 MAMA'S BOY SUZI QUATRO RAK 303 
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FEATURE 
THE THREE parties that came before Mr. Justice Oliver in the High Court last Friday to submit to BPI injunctions not to manufacture bootleg records were still more results of the 'mole' planted deep inside the 'Moonbeam' illicit dis- tribution network cracked open by BPI investigators last year. This much is clear from statements put before the judge on Friday when lacquer cutter John Martin of County Recording Service of Binfield, Brack- nell Berkshire. Rolan Counsel! and his wife of M&C Pressings, Northumbria, and Gedmal Galvanic Ltd of Leicester all gave undertakings to stop making or selling bootlegs. One Anthony Derrick Marsh and his company Deroy Sound were also men- tioned in the BPI action, but failed to turn up. Investigators believe he is now living in either Florida or the Bahamas, but he is important, as they believe him to be the common link between the three other defendents, being a director of Gedmal, the 'M' of M&C Pressings and being a former lacquer cutter.. VCTien the 'Moonbeam case captured the headlines last summer, the clinching factor in the elimination of the distribu- tion racket was an un-named BPI man who set himself up as a bootlegger who was prepared to press illegal albums. He is now seen to have penetrated part of the manufacturing infrastructure 

Co-ordinating the BPTs increasingly successful anti-piracy unit is solicitor Tony Hoffman, supported by legal executive Deryk Cumberland and scien- tific investigator John Fassnidge. The 

'Moonbeam mole' nets more 
by JOHN HAYWARD 

sharp end of the team is run by former private investigator BUI Hood who now works exclusively for the BPI. So far the teaid has been working through the civil courts, doing all its own investigating and bringing High Court actions against those suspected of piracy - which includes both bootleg- ging and record counterfeiting activities which are believed to cost the industry millions every year. And although this may change soon with the possible establishment of an anti-counlerfciting squad at Scotland Yard - set up to look into all kinds of trade copyright cases - the BPl's main weapon wUl remain the "Anton PUlar' search and seize order granted in secret by High Court judges. In the case of the manufacturers in court last Friday, the wheels were set in motion months before when a massive pUe of bootlegs was seized in the 'Opera- tion Moonbeam' raids in the north of England. Former EMI scientist John Fassnidge was able to prove that many of the albums were made in the UK - a new factor in the Ulicit record trade, for previously it had been thought that bootlegs came in from either Europe or the USA. Armed with this information the Moonbeam 'mole' directed the team to an underground courier who then revealed the source of such prized albums as The Buzzcocks Razorcuis— 

hand pressed in crystal clear vinyl - plus Dylan and Bowie material. The BPI took the thick volume of evidence before a High Court judge sitting in camera ten days before Christmas. He granted search and seize orders and the team swung into action. 

the nature of the business, little paper- work is generated, cash changes hands and it becomes difficult to prove past transactions. In fact M&C was operating two hand presses adaptable to cither 12-inch or 7-inch work. Having received court agreements from the network not to get involved in future bootlegging, the next step will be a full trial with heavy damages at stake as soon as the case can be brought before a 

The pressing plant, pictured above, i. buried in the wilds, four miles on the English side of the Scottish border at a remote disused airfield. At one stage they were considering using a helicopter to reach the inhospitable spot. With them was the usual local const- able on calf in case of a breach of the peace, although in the history of BPI 'visits' there has been no report of Tough stuff." "They were super-cool about the whole thing," reported Cumberland. "Of course they admitted to pressing the records we put to them by name, but deny they knew it was illegal." The extent of the M&C pressing operation is still unknown, because by 

"This year will be The Year Of The Trial," said Cumberland. "Many of the people we visited in the last couple of years will be appearing for a full action in 1980 including the Scarlet Band prin- cipals, Sanyo Centre, which was bring- ing in Indian cassettes and a Kingston high speed tape duplicating operation. We are going for heavy damages against everybody." 
And Cumberland warned: We are now picking up a log of intelligence. Every raid produces more contacts and as soon as anyone makes a mistake, we will be there. If you are in the piracy business, you can't hide the fact for long 

SINGLES REVIEWS 
SHADOWS - RIDERS IN THE SKY (EMI 5027) Side one opener from their recently chartbusting String of Hits LP, this familiar instrumental oldie ( a top tenner for the Ramrods in 1961) is tailor made for the smooth Shads guitar style. The lack of airplay caused Rodrigo' to miss, but with one or two playlists shaping up already, this could see the Shads back on a chartward course. 
MARTI WEBB - TAKE THAT LOOK OFF YOUR FACE (Polydor POSP 1:;) The credentials here are impressive indeed with the music of Andrew Lloyd Webber, the lyrics of Don Black, and the voice of one of the West End musical scene's most talented singers. (Ms. Webb now shares the title role of 'Evita';. From the forthcoming musical Tell Me On A Sunday, this has all the ingredients of a sleeper, with several stations B listing it. Maybe the mini 'Bright Eyes' of 1980. 
KENNY ROGERS - COWARD OF THE COUNTY (United Artists UP 614) Currently top of the US Country Chart and a Hot 100 Top Tenner, this cut from his forthcoming Kenny album is already garnering airplay here. Strong mid-tempo narrative material, which should enjoy the crossover success of Lucille' (his only chart topper to date). 

MATCHBOX - BUZZ BUZZ A DID- DLE fT (Magnet MAG 157) The rockabilly outfit follows its original debut hit with a cover of Freddy Cannon's Stateside charter of 1961 Musically and vocally superb, espe- cially a vintage harmony break, this deserves a Top 20 placing; and with stablemales Darts in disarray at pres- ent. they could break big in 1980. As with the Rats, the splendid black and white video will help. 
JEFFERSON STARSHIP - JANE (Grunt FB175:) Not usually a singles oriented act. but this legendary band ( now revitalised with the addition of Aynsley Dunbar, a male vocalist in place of Grace Slick and a new producer in the shape of Ron Nevison), could see some char- success with this cut from the Free- dom At Point Zero LP, First rate AOR rock and, with airplay support, one to 

BOOMTOWN RATS - SOMEONE'S LOOKING AT YOU (Ensign ENY 34 Third cut from The Fine Art Of Surfacing followsthe derivative path of Diamond Smiles', with Geldof sound- ing more like Ray Davies than the Kink himself. An obvious hit, but, like Smiles', may not breach the Top Ten. Pic sleeve, and a video which will do much to help its cause. 

RAMONES-BABYI LOVE YOU (Sire SIR 4031) The critics have so far been critical of the teaming between New York's premier punks and producer PM Spector. Whatever the album has to offer, this single has already attracted the likes of Radio 1 and Capital, and with the saturation airplay sure lo follow, it must sell. However, it'snicelo see Spector back, and like Brian Wilson, a mediocre Spector is still infinitely preferable than most produc- ers at their best. 
DON ARMANDO'S SECOND AVENUE RHUMBA BAND -I M AN INDIAN, TOO (Island WIP 6557) 

SPECIALS - THE SPECIAL A.K.A. LIVE'(2 Tone CHS YY7) Live EP with one side recorded at the London Lyceum and the other in their native Coventry. Opening cut Too Much Too Young' is the only original •     coupled with the Skatalites' classic The le,,-,lelder °V ® 'Guns Of Navarone'; flip has three ska extraordinary chix-led NY disco cut oi and bluebeat faves under the collec- ,he lrving Berlin 'Annie Get Your Gun live title of Skinhead Symphony. '60s son9- Discojocks are picking upon ma style pic sleeve wraps up the package, deputy Of Love b Slde htU which will maintain 2 Tone's 100% Could the mysterious Don Armandote chart success.     c,h°l " exacting revenge on Ethel M (the 'Indian's' original recorder) W cutting her recent disco album' Foi JAGS - WOMAN'S WORLD (Island some r WIP 6531) Back Of My Hand' chartmakers follow up in similar vein, with a jerky Costello soundalike. Considering the amour hard work that Island put into the hi 

available on 12in however. 
FERN KINNEY - TOGETHER WE      ...M « ARE BEAUTIFUL (WEAK79111) far better track than this) this could Strong airplay chances could secuic it. A lower chart placing seems chart action for this disco/pop coveroi le. the 1979 Steve Allen minor hit. 
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Q - How do you make Mondays feel like 
Wednesdays? 

A - Simple - take out a subscription to Record 
Business. 

Q - Why? 
A - It's the paper that starts the week right. First 

with the news, fastest with those vital new chart 
entries, the early-warning Airplay Guide to the future 
best-sellers, and exhaustive with the new release 
listings. 

Q - Can I afford it? 

A - Well, it costs a bargain £20 for a year, copies 
delivered first class through the letterbox. But the 
answer is another question. 

Can you afford to he without it? 

Record Business 

cures those 

Monday morning blues 
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album reviews 

Tbp40 
CARL DAVIS: Hollywood (EMI IN'A 1504) Prod: Keith Grant The album features the music written by Carl Davis as the important back- ground score to the heavily publicised ITV series paying tribute to the golden era of silent films. Davis has delivered a batch of brilliantly arranged, mainly original compositions which capture the flavour of the Biblical epics, West- erns, costumed swashbucklers and comedies, but without taking the easy way out of rehashing a tired collection of musical cliches. The album easily stands in its own right and with the benefit of the tv plugs and EMI's extensive promotion it has the poten- tial to make some chart impact impact. 

TbplO 

m 

VARIOUS: The Summit (K-Tel NE 1067) Prods: Various The Year Of The Child appeal could benefit by up to £500,000 if this super- lative rock collection sells in enough quantity and with tracks donated by the best of Britain's top artists, its chances look good. Led Zeppilin contribute 'Candy Store Rock', Wings throw in 'Jet', Cliff Richard has 'Devil Woman', Thin Lizzy are there with 'Boys Are Back In Town', Pink Floyd with 'Wel- come To The Machine and ELO with 'Shine A Little Love'. The 13 cuts are all top quality stuff, well programmed and presented, from acts which are not normally represented on tv compila- 

Top 60 
LENE LOVICH: Flex (Stiff SEEZ 19) Prod; Lene Lovich/Les Chappell A pretty mixed follow up to Stateless from the star of last year's Stiff tour, and this has probably contributed to the label's decision to ship out the first 15,000 at £3.99. On the positive side, 'Angels', her new single, is her strongest 45 since 'Lucky Number', the chant-like 'You Can't Kill Me' has immediate impact and the best cut is a strikingly original version of 'The Night', featuring some beautifully delicate sax. But apart from these tracks, Flex breaks little new ground and fails to develop her obvious tal- ents, although the electronic effects and the production in general are more polished. Nevertheless, it should chart on existing following. 
JOHN FOXX: Metamatic (Metal Beat V2146) Prod: John Foxx Foxx can justly lay claim to being a forerunner of the British electronic movement after his time as leader// singer with the ground-breaking Ultravoxl, and having been given his own label by Virgin (who distribute this debut album) he shows his class with ten cuts all demonstrating his abilities with sound generating equipment. The single 'Underpass' is already showing up well in the singles chart, and when fans hear these songs- more straight- forward and mature than Gary Numan's work - the album will begin to sell in bulk. A good Top 60 bet. 
Best of the rest 
PRINCE: Prince (Warner Bros K56772) Prod: Prince. According to the record company biog- raphy, Prince is the son of a Min- neapolis jazz band leader who plays everything himself. This is his second album in a dance-funk vein and has made the US Top 40 - hardly surpris- ingly since his light voice and excellent rhythmic sense make tracks like the single I Wanna Be Your Lover' and 'Sexy Dancer' instant dancefloor mat- erial. Disco chart action is already happening here, so the LP might make 
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TOTO: Hydra (CBS 83900) Prods: Toto/Tom Knox The first, simply Toto, included the classic and superb 'Hold The Line' which made the Top 20, was released at the beginnong of last year and was a superb start for a band relatively unknown in this country. With such a long gap between that and this album it's obvious the five Totos are more concerned about their session careers than their collective band career. A pity because together they make superb music as demonstrated by Hydra. If one has to categorise, then this is AOR. Daivd Paich plays keyboards like a dream with the ever-perfect Jeff Porcaro providing excellent drums. The award for the best cut must be a close contest between 'St. George And The Dragon', mellifluous and cut- ting at the same time, and the New Wave influenced 'All Us Boys' - pound- ing but classy. Could make the lower reaches of the charts. 

Stevie Wonder sort of future if he gets the right songs - he already has a punch and feel for the music beyond his years. For the rest, he's backed admirably by some top sessionmen who make this one of the month's funkiest party albums, MILES DAVIS: Circle In The Round (CBS 88471) Prod: Jim Fisher/Joe McEwen Minus a studio album from him since 1975, CBS has had to raid the vaults to keep the name of Miles Davis alive, something which the man himself 

seems disinclined to do. This 2LP con- centrates on the glorious music from his highly productive 1955-79 period. Nine of the ten tracks have not been issued previously. With the exception of a langurous, Eastern- influenced interpretation of David Crosby's 'Guinnevere', the focus is on Davis leading a series of articulate, inventive, freely swinging small groups adorned by such luminaries as Can- nonball Adderley, John Coltrane, Her- bie Hancock, Chick Corea, Tony Wil- liams, Billy Cobham et al. One of these labours of love which CBS does so well. 
KIM BEACON; Ravenna (Rialto TENOR 103) Prod; Brian Young/ Kim Beacon It would be a shame if this debut outing from singer-writer Beacon - last heard of in String Driven Thing - got lost in the Christmas rush. Working within a high-class English studio band framework, he has put together his own sound featuring elements of funk, his rock background and a blend of his own songs and standards that works on a number of levels. On first hearing, his version of Lennon's 'Imagine' is lacklustre, but after a while the drama he injects into the song becomes evi- dent. The same goes for much of the other material here - although it will certainly need airplay before large scale sales can begin. 

SLY STONE; Ten Years Too Soon (Epic EPC 83640) Prod: Unlisted An interesting and perplexing project in which seven of Sly Stone's classic numbers have been"discofied", as the sleeve notes would have it, to bring the originals more into line with current tastes. Basically the vocal and horn tracks have been retained from the original masters - plus most of the keyboards - while drums, lead guitar and everything else has been recorded by session men and dubbed on. Various drum breaks and other solos have been extended or con- tracted and the end result is an uncom- fortable experience for anyone who knew and loved these tracks when they first came out. 
FREDDIE JAMES: Get Up And Boogie (Warner Bros K56735) Just four tracks from this precocious American 14-year-old and the extent of his talent is indicated by the fact that the whole thing is eminently dance- able. It's disco with a soul feel and the title track has already had an outing in the disco charts. Its tempting to ponder that young James might even have a 
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CLASSICAL Edited by ERA UK GRANVILLE BARKER 

New indie label has 
wide repertoire range 

Top 10 

label a 1 for themselves 

RHONDDA GILLESPIE plays Liszt's Chnsmas Tree Suite on one of the first releases of the new Chandos label. 
THE LAUNCH of a new label, Chan- dos, has brought a note of optimism to the New Year, especially as its initial batch of releases includes a number of first recordings. The repertoire is wide- ranging, imaginative yet not at all esoteric, and the two men behind the venture have plenty of experience in the industry. Producer Robert Matthew Walker, who is also a composer of chamber music, has been A&R Manager for RCA following earlier experience with CBS and Decca. Engineer Brian Couzens came to recording 10 years ago after establishing himself as composer, arranger and publisher of light music. The rwo met in 1976 and began working together producing records for the RCA 

various companies. Their aim now, on the Chandos label, is to concentrate on producing a rela- tively limited number of albums each year of music in which they have a keen personal interest, supervising every step from studio to marketing. They won valuable tv exposure for one of their firsts, Liszt's Christmas Tree Suite (Chandos ABR 1006), recorded in the excellent acoustic of the Mailings at Snape. Their pianist, Rhondda Gilles- pie, also filmed the suite for BBC-2, which showed the 12 movements as closedown music for the Twelve Days of Christmas. Other novelties are the Richard Strauss: Afusic for Symphonic Brass played by the Locke Brass Consort of London (ABR 1002) and Carl Nielsen: Music for Wind Instruments featuring the Athena Ensemble (ABR 1003). Bloch's laige-scaieSacredService, which has not been available on disc for many years, brings Louts Berkman as baritone sol- oist with the Zemel Choir and London Symphony Orchestra conducted by Geoffrey Simon (ABR 1001). British music is represented by a cou- pling of the Elgar and Walton Cello 

Concertos played by Ralph Kirshbaum and the Scottish National Orchestra conducted by Alexander Gibson (ABR 1007), and a two-disc boxed set Hamil- ton Harry: Orchestral Music featuring violinist Ralph Holmes with Brydcn Thomson and the Ulster Orchestra (DBR 2001). Chandos has already been enterpris- ing enough to find a sponsor, the Scott- ish Mutual Assurance Society, for one of its albums, Boyce's Three Concern Grossi played by Cantilena (ABR 1005). The company also wins full marks for pack- 
News of a deal with a major dis- tributor is anticipated within the next couple of weeks. Meanwhile, product and information is available from Chan- dos Records, 41 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.  

,N (HMV SLS5172) 

7 VIVALDI: GLORIA. SOLOISTS. CHOIR OF CHRIST CHURCH CATHEDRAL. 
REQUIEM. SOLOISTS, 

0 MUSSORGSKY/RAVEL: PICTURES AT AN 
(Courtesy of the HMV Shop, Oxford Street, Lo 

Briefs 
ENIGMA HAS timed the release of Stuart Burrows's new album, Great Welsh Songs (K53558), to take the ful- lest advantage of the tenor's new Sun- day night tv series,Sluart BurrowsSings on BBC-2. For the convenience of 

English-speaking fans, the texts of all the songs are printed on the gatefold sleeve complete with translations. 
VOLUME TWO of the complete Beethoven piano sonatas by Bernard Roberts, recorded by direct cut - which means no second chances by editing - has been brought out by Nimbus (DC 902, four-LP set). 

REGIONAL 

Outiet aims to expand 
Ulster new wave 
WITH ACTS like the Undertones, Star- jets and Stiff Little Fingers all hailing from the North, Outlet is aiming to further expand the new wave market for local acts with the launch of the Shock Rock label. One of the first releases feamres a single 'Turn On The Light' by Light, a band formed by Jim Arm- strong, who once worked with Van Morrison and Them. Another single is 'Light On The Hillside' by Stage B which, together with Light, was show- cased on the BBC TV series Green Rock. Third local act signed to Shock Rock is Strike with Noel Rafferty. Top Spin director and singer Phil- homena Begley, who recently gave birth to a son, hopes to back on the road with her Ramblin' Men within the next few months. She will be recording tv shows in Nashville this year and will be fea- tured at the Wembley Country Musical Festival at Easter. Dungannon record dealer Gene Stewart recently celebrated a decade in showbusiness with a single 'She Is The Dream' (Release) and an LP Shades Of Country. Misty Records boss, bandleader Henry McMahon has revamped his band the Mainliners. He has added former Top Spin artist Shelley as vocal- ist and has renamed her Jan. She will be on a single released by the band this 
12 

month. In the 60s the Mainliners enjoyed success as the backing band for Big Tom and in the 70s with John Glenn. Now they are hoping for a hat trick with their new singer. Two new Irish labels, Ringstone and Sonet are on the market in Britain, aimed at local Irish residents. Based in Guildford, Surrey (Tel 61620), Ring- stone's first release is an album We Should Be Together by Majella, Dawn and the Derryairs. It was recorded in Big Tom's studio in Castleblaney, Co. Monaghan, and has a country 'n'lrish musical slant. Sonet Records (01 995-7936) has been formed by London-based promoter and band- leader Pat McArdle. The first single is 'The Simple Ways Of Life' by Don Flynn and the College Men. Outlet has issued a follow-up to its best-selling 'Papal' album. The new album is The Complete Speeches Of His Holiness Pope Paul At Drogheda. The impact of the Pope's visit lingers on, with RTE/Polydor putting out a second album covering his meeting with the youth of Ireland in Galway, while the Irish local number one at the moment is Dana's 'Toms Tuus' (Totally Yours) which lakes its title from a phrase much used by the Pontiff. With five singles, four albums and six released, the Papa) visit was a 

OUTLET'S MANAGING director Billy McBurney presents Cardinal O'Fiaich with a gold disc to mark sales of the album commemorating the Pope's visit to Ireland. Outlet has now issued a follow-up - The Complete Speeches Of His Holiness Pope Paul At Drogheda. 
major boost to both the record industry and charitable organisations. It is anti- cipated that RTE's payment to a chil- drens charity from the sales of albums will be in the region of £100,000. There's been a fair amount of compet- ition from various acts recording the same song of late. The Furcys with Davy Arthur recorded 'Farewell To Nancy' as the follow-up to the 'Green Fields Of France' hit and look like having the best-selling version despite Northern competition from Blackthorn (RCI) and Hyland Paddy (Arrow). Also competing arc the New Seekers and Joe Cuddy. Local singer Joe Cuddy has his version of 'Love Is A Song' out on the 

AT THE launching of his new album Shades Of Country are singer Gene Stuart, Release Records rad Mick Clerkin and Stuart's manager Paler Smith. The album is Stuart's tenth 
Rex label, while EMI has the recording by the New Seekers who, of course, feature two Irish singers Catriona Walsh and Nicola Kerr. 

DONAL K O'BOYLH 
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FEATURE 

Needletime in 

; Chancery Lane 

THE WORDS of Rolling Stones tour THE PATENT Office hard by London's Holbom is the scene currently manager Peter Rudge keep coming back for a gathering of the Performing Right Tribunal which is sitting to like an old English satellite in a fixed and consider a matter of great importance to the record industry and the regular orbit. A fair quid that lot cost. I independent local radio network. Under discussion is the level of 
and'round1 80eS' 6 3 mantra, rouncl royalty payment made each year by the commercial stations to He was talking about the time Jagger Phonographic Performances Ltd., the industry's collecting house, for hired a troupe of elephants for one of the 1116 privilege of playing records on radio. The association of Indepen- band's American shows. An unneces- ^on' Recording Contractors, on behalf of ILR, thinks it is too high and sary extravagance, since the show was wants the amount to be reduced. The industry thinks differently - not already sold out. He rationalised it later surprisingly since a sum of £2.4 million is at stake. Brian Harrigan by telling himself it was nice to give the recently spent a day listening to the deliberations of the Tribunal and public their moneys worth for a change, reports his impressions. And for some unknown reason, inapt though that situation might seem, seems to feel right for what's going down at the Patent Office. The scene is the Performing Rights Tribunal and the set-up is that the inde- pendent radio stations are trying to get; hefty cut in the equally hefty annual sue they pay to Phonographic Performance Limited for the right to play copyright records: needletime royalties. PPL and the Association of Indepen- Authority that the upcoming radio sta- of stage during that time since he • dent Radio Contractors - the body rep- tions would pay needletime royalties resenting the ILR stations - have tried a sliding scale of up to seven per cent to work out what would be an equitable after-tax profits, agreement for both. But to no avail so It may well have been that at the til they finally decided there was nothing that seemed quite a good deal, or may for it but to head for the independent it was simply that the consortia setti arbitration body the Performing Right up the radio stations weren't fully aw: Tribunal. of just how much money that agreement goodness knows That took them to the first floor con- would mean. tionendlessjettersjlyingabout ference room of the Patent Office down Whatever the reason as the years rol- in Chancery Lane on Monday, led by the radio stations began to get just November 19 - and it's doubtful if the a trifle fed up about the whole thing will be wrapped up by the money they were shelling end of February. years ago they began The hearing is taking place under all whole deal in earnest, une mam source the rules and panoply of the average of discomfiture was that the indies dis- High Court case. covered they between them were payin Each side has hired a QC and a team of PPL more than the whole of the BBC - their juniors plus solicitors. The tri- and that included the four national net- bunal is four strong. There are assis- works, the local radio stations, BBC tants, stenographers, tape recorders, external services (providing program- interested by-standers - including a rep- mes for broadcast abroad) and the tele- resentative from the Performing Right vision channels. 

the opening the proceedings, of presenting the AIRC case. He is methodical, precise and has the enviable ne ability of being able to stand for hours at be a stretch reading literally reams of legal- ng ese from agreements between the BBC and the PPL, the IBA and the PPL and 

6haif a toe or 
so of evidence 
in loose leaf 
binders . . 

the BBC, IBA, PPL, PRS, the Musi- Union and, it seems, just every- of body in the world who ever made a Two record, played a musical instrument or consider this listened to a radio, e main source He is small, bespectacled with a receding hairline and has a taste for paying impeccable suits. He is precise and punctiliously polite to everyone - although at times there seems to be a steely edge of sarcasm beneath certain of his comments. The man is obviously made for a television series. His chief protagonist is David Calcutt This struck the AIRC as inequitable Q.C., counsel for the PPL. He is taller and the body decided it was going to and also sports a receding hairline. His fight it out. The Tribunal is the result of suits aren't quite up to Bateson's stan- that decision. dards but his enunci: Ideally the AIRC doesn't want to pay his vigilance eternal, any royalties at all to PPL arguing that record companies get promotional 

Society, which is probably worried that Tribunal feels a royalty is necessary it it is next on the AIRC's list - and John should amount to the less than princely Morton from the Musicians Union with sum of about one tenth of one per cent of 

like having the proverbial cake and eat- That's not to say he doesn't make the ing it too. most of the occasional slip on Bateson's However the AIRC reckons that if the part or indeed that he remains mute in the face of what be considered contenti- ous evidence. At such a time he springs his feet with an almost audible snap 
Looking around at all these particip- thrilled at the idea, ints plus the half ton or so of evidence in The hearing itself is a curious n loose leaf binders all over the place it's of the stultifyingly boring and tl 

after-tax profits. The PPL is less than with a look of pain on his face - the air of le who has been forced to swallow something that disagrees with him. :o the right of the room. r vou keen thinkinc "A fair lessly fascinating - a little like the usual facing the four-man tribunal, . J .. wr.-.  l .1 I  T.V   L- ,,, 1.1  J „ West End theatre production. It's open assistants on his table and a couple of But this is the penultimate chapter of to the public but, despite a personal solicitors behind him. Their communal a long book and the prologue was writ- feeling that it's probably the best free table is Jiterally covered with docu- mdown way back in 1972 - a good two show n and definitely one of the     tt the left of the ye'^TbeforethTfusUnde^ndent radio longest running it hasn't exactly been tribunal with the same number of assis-  .• . . nitohr tv-H»i:rriheH as a standing tants and solicitors. In between, some- what caught between the two sides is MU secretary John Morion with his 
is took to the air. ' what might be described At that time plans were well on the room only situation, way for the new indies and bodies like That's a pity because people the PPL were obviously and naturally sing some great performances and d that they should have notable moments from the dramatis per- they considered their rightful financial sonae. In the first couple of weeks the Mason, due from these potential money- undoubted star of the show was chiel but it has spinners. counsel for the AIRC — Andrew Bateson A deal was worked out between the Q.C. . . , PPL and the Independent Broadcasting Of course he has occupied the centre 
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solicitor. Overall the set-up isn't exactly Perry Rumpole Of The Bailey, 
Easily the best and most telling part of the AIRC case was when Bateson got down to the facts and figures of the 

agreements between the IBA and the PPL and compared them with the BBC's deal. From the point of view of this disinterested but definitely not uninterested observer this was game, set and match to the AIRC. There may not be quite the desired cut in needletime payments but it seems a cert that there will be something. Bateson entered this part with relish. In the year starting April 1, 1974 the BBC shelled out £691,427.36p to PPL while the then only five station strong ILR crew paid £137,000. From April 1 1976 the yearly payment by the BBC was up to £837,634.46pand ILR had shot up to £687,579. The following year ILR overtook the BBC with a payment of £ 1,217,000 compared with the Corporation's £988,483.21p. Bateson approached the final figures with a grim sort of joy. For the year beginning April 1, 1979 the BBC will pay £1,878, 560.33. ILR will make a contribution of, it is estimated, £2,400,000. "If that's right," said Bate- 
It isn't exactly 
Perry Mason or 
even Rumpole 
of the Bailey 
son, "the hourly rate for ILR will be £732.60. "Therefore the gap between the BBC payment and that of the independent radio stations has reached these aston- ishing proportions and this is related to 19 stations covering 65 per cent of the population. "The BBC payments cover the national population - 8 per cent - plus the television services, regional services and services outside the United King- 

Bateson then invited the tribunal to contemplate the future with an addi- tional 41 independent stations on air and inevitable increases in advertising revenue. "You can see" he said, ham- mering the point home "that in another three or four years the figure paid to PPL by the ILR companies will be astronomical and grossly unjust". It's worth pointing out here that the basis of PPL's case on this front is that comparison with the BBC is invalid. If that be the case then Bateson's statistics will have been for nought. But it's worth pointing out that when he was reading these figures the pens of the four men on the tribunal were flying. One of them asked Bateson to repeat his figures, with an air of disbelief. The result of this hearing should be out in February - although with the evidence that has to be waded through no-one's betting on an early or even timely finish. Whenever and whatever the decision may be it will be moment- ous for both independent radio and Phonographic Performance. And finally if it's a win for the AIRC how will that sit with the Musicians Union and their concerns for needletime and, indeed the Performing Right Soci- ety and their royalties collected from the indies? See you next year. 
13 



Singles Business 
NOT AN exciting week on the singles marketing front although several lead- ing artists are making their play for an early I9S0 hit. The Dave Edmunds phenomenon is likely to go on growing with release of 'Singin' The Blues' while The Selccter will be aiming to keep their momen- tum going with a new 2-Tone release 'Three Minute Hero." Of the other established artists, big pushes arc going in behind the Boom- town Rats 'Someone's Looking At You' which is 12-inched, while Cliff Richard goes with 'Carrie* and there are new 45s from Peter Gabriel, Bel- lamy Brothers, The Chords and Barbra Streisand. Last year's favourite left-fielder 'Memphis' from the Silicon Teens has taken some following up, but the band is back on the Mute label with its own version of 'Judy In Disquise*, the old bubblegum classic. Can The Dummies - picking up more airplay by the week - really be Slade? That's the industry buzz at the moment, and Pye feels strongly enough about the disc's chances to have picked it up this week. Also making a bow on Pye is Osibisa - without a label for a fair while since splitting with Bronze. The single is 'Paner Patter' and the new label is issuing a 12-inch edition. Stiff dives into the New Year with three 45s, with The Feelics making a debut with Lennon and McCarmey's 'Everybody's Got Something To Hide (Except Me and My Monkey)', plus Lene Lovich's first cut from her new album 'Angels' and Madness's 'My Girl' both out on £1.49 12-inchers. Players Association 'We Got The Groove' is the title track from their new album on Vanguard, and the taster will be available in both small and large formats. The same tactic is being used by A1 Green who re-issues 'Tired Of Being Alone' to preface forthcoming release of a greatest hits compilation. On the re-issue front. Inferno have stepped in with a three-track EP - already sporting advance orders of 10,000 - carrying Chairmen Of The Board's three biggest hits 'Give Me Just A Little More Time' (The 'A' side), plus 'Everything's Tuesday' and 'You've Got Me Dangling On A String'. GTO feels the need to re-issue 'I Feel Love' from Donna Summer with exactly the same catalogue number and 'B' side. No Gimmicks of any kind around the record. The practise of switching sides for 12-inch disco 45s goes on with MCA deciding to flip 'The World Is A Ghetto' to the 'A' side of the £1.65 disco cut. The Bridgehouse label - in the Guinness Book Of Records as the country's only pub-owned label - bows into 1980 with 45s from The Roll Ups, Gerry Macavoy and Wasted Youth. Meanwhile 999 has switched to Polydor and debuts with 'Trouble', and the Beeb has high hopes for the themes from successful tv shows 'Pride and Prejudice* and the Francis Dur- bridge thriller. 
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THE NEW SDVGLES S 

ART1ST/DTLE A SIOE/B Side/Label 7.inch DisL 12-inch mm 999 TROUBLE/Made A Fool Ot You (Polydcw) a pocp 99 AC DC TOUCH TOO MUCH/Live Wire/Shol Dovro In Flames (Live) (Allamic) K11435 AKRYLYKZ SPYDERMAN/Smart Bo-y (Red Rh.no) ■ red 2 AL GREEN TIRED OF BEING ALONE/How Can You Mend A Broken Heart? (Cream) HCS 102 ANGELIC UPSTARTS OUT OF CONTROUSholgun Solution (Warner Bros) K17558 BARBRA STREISAND 1 AIN7 GONNA CRY TONIGHT/I Found Your Love (CBS) CBS 8138 BELLAMY BROTHERS LOVIN' ON/Ole Faithful (Warner/Curb) K17548 BERLIN OVER 21/Waiting For The Future (Charisma) ■ CB 351 BERLIN BLONDES SCIENCE/Manikin (EMI) B EM| 5013 BILLY BURNETTE WHAT'S A LITTLE LOVE BETWEEN FRIENOS/Precious (Polydor) P0SP 95 

O/V 

E 
B00MT0WN RATS SOMEONE-S LOOKING AT YOU/When the Night Comes (Ensign) OUT NOW BRAKES BLAME IT ON THE BRAKES/Doing Life (Magnet) MAG 161 CAROLE BAYER SAGER IT S THE FALLING IN LOVE/There s Something (Elektra) K12314 CASPER GILES MCCLOUD MESSIN' AROUND/Make You Feel Like You're Mine (Rocksteady) ■ MICK 007 CHAIRMEN OF THE BOARD GIVE ME JUST A LITTLE MORE TIME/Everylhing Is Tuesday/ You've Got Me Dangling On A String (Inlemo) HEAT 16 CHARM FEATURING VIVIAN CHERRY 00 IT FOR LOVE/ Georgy Porgy (RCA) (N/A) CHORDS MAYBE TOMORROW /I Don't Wanna Know/Hey Girl (Potydor) ■ P0SP 101 CLIFF RICHARD CARRIE/Moving In (EMI) ■ EMI 5006 C0DEK ME. ME, ME/Demo (MCA) ■ MCA 550 DARYL HALL & JOHN DATES RUNNING FROM PARADISE/No Pain No Brain (RCA) ■ PB 1747 (Blue) 

F ENY 3412 (£1.99) 
B 
R PC 1727 (£1.65) 
E C MCAT 550 (£1.59) R PC 1747 (£1.65) DAVE EDMUNDS SINGING' THE BLUES/Boys Talk (Swansong) SSK 19422 DEL RICHARDSON LADY WITH THE RED DRESS ON/Rhapsody In Black (Concept) OR 100 DONNA SUMMER 1 FEEL LOVE/Can't We Just Sit Dow (And Talk It Over) (GTO) GT 100 DUKES LEAVIN' IT ALL BEHIND/I'll Try To Help (Warner Bros) K17551 DUMMIES WHEN THE LIGHTS ARE OUT/She's The Only Woman (Pye) 7P 163 EMERSON LAKE & PALMER PETER GUNN/Knile Edge (Atlantic) K11416 FAMILY FODDER WARM/Desire (Fresh) PURL 6/FRESH 8 fL'USS : ■ : V: - • . ■ B BUY 65 GERRY MACAVOY STREET TALK/Many Rivers To Cross (Bridgehouse) ■ BHS 4 GUARDIAN ANGEL SELF SERVICE LOVE/Jim Screechie (Insl) (Radic/Malumbi) RIC 106 IAN MCLAGAN LA DE LA/Hold On (Mercury) a MER 1 

W 

Fresh (262 6027) 
E 12RIC 106 (£199) 

JANET KAY 1 DO LOVE Y0U/D. Roy Band - Trench Tow Skank (UA/Ballistic) BP 336 JEAN LUC P0NTY BEACH G;RL So-erse: Drive iAilenlic) K11430 JOE GRIFFITHS THEME FROM "BREAKAWAY'VRed Ice (BBC) RESL 74 JULES & THE POLAR BEARS GOOD REASON/AH Caked Up (CBS) CBS 8176 LENE LOVICH ANGELS/The Fall (Stiff) ■ OUT NOW LINDA R0NSTADT HOW DO 1 MAKE YOU/Ramblei Gambler (Asylum) K12419 UPS LIES/Silly Boy (Pye) 7P 155 MADNESS MY GIRL/Slepping Into Line (Stiff) OUT NOW MAXIMUM PENETRATION MAXIMUM PENETRATION/Maximum Penetration Part 2 (Sidewalk) SID 115 MI-SEX COMPUTER GAMES/Wot Do You Want (CBS) ■ CBS 7985 

C C BUYIT 63 (£1.49) 
C BUYIT 62 (£1.49) E ■ 12SID 115 (£1.99) 

MICHAEL MARRA THE MIDAS TOUCH/Sleepwalking (Polydor) P0SP 108 MONOCHROME SET HE'S FRANK (SUGHT RETURN)/Silicon Came/Fall Out (Rough Trade) BL 1 NEW ADVENTURERS COM' ON/Back To The Pit (WEA) K18151 OSIBISA PATTER PATTER/Jumbo (Pye) 7P 5013 PATRICE RUSHEN HAVENT YOU HEARO/Keepm' Faith In Love (Elektra) K12414 PATRICK HALLING CHAMBER ENSEMBLE PRiDE AND PREJUDICE/Journey to Pemberley (BBC) RESL 77 PETER GABRIEL GAMES WITHOUT FRONTIERS/The Start/I Don't Remember (Charisma) ■ CB 354 PLAN FTS V- '. ' TREB 114 PLAYERS ASSOCIATION WE GOT THE GR00VE/I Like II (Vanguard) VS 5016 POINTER SISTERS WHO DO YOU LOVE/We Turned Up Too Late (Planet) K12406 

O/M W A 12P 5013 (£199) W 
A VSL 5016 (£1.65) W QUEEN SAVE ME/Let Me Entertain You (EMI) ■ EMI 5022 E REGULARS D0NT STAY OUT LATE/Rude Boy Gone (CBS) ■ CBS 8150 C ROBERTA FLACK & DONNY HATHAWAY YOU ARE MY HEAVEN/I'll Love You Forever (Atlantic) K11414 W ROCKERS EXPRESS PHOENIX CITY/Chinese Brush (Korova) K0W 2 W ROLL UPS BLACKMAIL/Hold On (Bridgehouse) ■ BHS 6 P RONNIE LANE ONE STEP TWO STEP/Lad's Got Money (GEM) GEMS 19 R SALLY TOWNSEND LOVE AT FIRST NIGHT/Chances Are (0BM) 0BM 1003 A SAMANTHA SANG IN THE MIDNIGHT HOUR/lt's The Falling In Love (United Artists) UP 612 E SILICON TEENS JUDY IN DISGUISE/Chip 'N' Roll (Mute) ■ MUTE 004 M SKINNY KID BAND MORNING STAR/Dreams Are For Ever (PVK) PV 33 C STEVE KIPNER KNOCK DOWN THE WALLS/I Had To Find Out For Myself (Elektra) K12411 STU STEVENS HELLO PRETTY LADY/Oldest Rock 'N' Roller (MCA) MCA 563 SWELL MAPS LET'S BUILD A CAR/Big Maz In The Country And Then In Poland (Rough Trade) ■ RT 036 TEDDY PENDERGRASS SHOUT AND SCREAM/Close The Door (Phil. Int) PIR 8183 THE SELECTER THREE MINUTE HERO/James Bond (2 Tone) CHS TT8 TRAPEZE DONT ASK ME HOW 1 KNOW/Take Good Care (Aura) AUS 114 TRIUMPH AMERICAN GIRLS/Movin* On (RCA) ■ PB 9451 WAR I LL TAKE CARE OF YOU/The World Is A Gheflo (Inst) (MCA) n MCA 557 (sides are ICpped on 12-inch) WASTED YOUTH JEALOUSY/Baby (Bridgehouse) ■ BHS 5 

W C Q/M 

C MCAT 557 (£1.65) 

| 0 - President; P - Pinnacle. Q - Rough Trade. R - RCA; S - Selecta; T - Faulty Products; U - Scotia; W - -WEAiSc^ClydeFactor*Y^-WyndUp | 
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WHO'S 

BEEN SLEEPING 

IN 

MY BED? 

Manilow's New Single. BARRY 1. 

NEW 12 
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THE WORLD 

IS A GHETTO 
'SPECIALUS DISCO MIX' 

(E/Q UPPED) 

I LL TAKE CAREOFYOU 
(edited version) 
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POWERHI □wtbusl 
BUZZ BUZZ A DIDDLE IT COWARD OF THE COUNTY/ THE SPECIAL A.K.A. LI 

ON THE RADIO Hot cm the RB Airplay EuidE 
SEPTEMBER MORN/NEIL DIAMOND (CBS) SOMEONE LOOKING AT YOU/BOOMTOWN RATS (Ensign) WAY OF THE WORLD/CHEAP TRICK (Epic) JANE/JEFFERSON STARSHIP (Grunt) DO THAT TO ME/CAPTAIN & TENNILLE (Casablanca) NOT BAD AT ALL/TOMAS LED IN (Epic) WOMAN'S WORLD/JAGS (Island) YOUR LOVE STILL BRINGS ME TO MY KNEES/ DUSTY SPRINGFIELD (Mercury) YOU USED TO BE MY HERO/THE DOLL (Beggars) STRONGER/EDWIN STARR (20th Cent) 

DISCO/SOUL 
Top newseilers on RB's Disco Chart 

AND THE BEAT GOES ON/WHISPERS (Solar; MUSIC MAKES YOU FEEL/BRASS CONSTRUCTION .(UA) (NOT JUST) KNEE DEEP/FUNKADELIC (Warner; SKINHEAD MOONSTOMP/SYMARIP (Trojani SPARKLE/CAMEO (Casablanca; 

IMPORTS Fastest rnoving Disco/Soul imports 
RHYTHM TALK/JOCKO LOOKIN' GOOD/EDDIE CHEBA RAPPIN1 TIME/MR Q 

Hear Record Busine 
lAKIAL 

«s^ 

575! the Voice of Mann 
For the full story behind the Chartbusters subscribe to the weekly trade magazine Record (ji* 
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A Record Business Special 



VIDEO SPECIAL  

The potential to change leisure 

habits 
SOME TEN years after the Video Cassette Recorder (VCR) made its first appearance on the scene, the Video Revolution has finally hap- pened. Currently, depending on whose figures you accept, there are between 100,000 - 130,000 VCRs in British homes, and a figure of 200,000 is projected for the end of 1980. Compare this to the IS million house- holds with record and or tape players and the present size of the video mar- ket is put into perspective. Yet for some years, London has been a video trade centre. Until the middle of this year, around 90 per cent of all the pre-recorded tapes sold were for export. The reason for that is that British Broadcast TV standards are the same as in the Middle East and Africa. Accordingly, Britain rather than America became the clear- ing house for legal (and illegal, an irritant that is still present though much diminished recently) pre- recorded cassettes that were ultimately intended for screening on African and Middle Eastern TV sets. A 'knock on' effect of this was the preponderance of sex films among the catalogues of the early entrants into the video field. Such films were unav- ailable in the purchaser's home coun- 

But those days are over. The export of pre-recorded tapes is still signific- ant, but it's the domestic market that is at the centre of everybody's atten- tion. It's still a small market but growing rapidly, as a glance along the shelves of any hi-fi shop or a dip into any of the Sunday colour supplements demonstrates. Plagued by develop- ment problems and a lack of unifor- mity between the competing system's of the different manufacturers - JVC, Sony and Philips, the market leaders, have each produced a variety of incompatible formats - the VCR has at last made it to the nation's High 
The VCR has many possible uses - especially when hooked up to a Por- tapack - and there are three (soon four) TV channels programming mat- erial for people to copy and store, but the current video boom is in pre- recorded programmes. People are recording on-air broadcasts, but gen- erally for a limited 'time shift' pur- pose recording a programme to watch at a more convenient time for the viewer. As Brian Payne, managing director of Magnetic Video, a subsidiary of Twentieth Century Fox which opened shop in September, explains: "We sell known films, The Sound of Music, Pallon, Soldier Blue. People want to own films, to be able to screen them at their own convenience. They won't wait until a film is broadcast. "Also people are lazy; our experi- ence in America shows that the organ- isation necessary to record a film when it's broadcast is just loo much 

MUCH HAS been said about the dawning of the Video Age, but the full impact of the revolution has yet to be 
What is clear, however, is that video has the potential to change leisure habits and retailing patterns while simultaneously developing as a power- ful in-store selling aid, particularly relevant so far as record dealers arc 
It is also destined to act as a catalyst which will force the previously separatist tv, film and record indus- tries into closer ties as extensions in the use of the domestic tv receiver make the home the self-sufficient leisure centre of the 80s. The Thorn-EMI merger with its potential for a new chain of linking, HMV, Rumbelows, DER, Radio Ren- tals and Multibroadcast High Street leisure stores, the various deals Philips and RCA have made with software producers for programmes, and most recently Pye's decision to form a video 

distribution company, are all pointers to the future importance of video. Walter Woyda, the man in charge of Pye's video distribution division, sums up the potential for record dealers as follows: "Video software should form an important part of record store tur- nover in the future. Our research shows that the market is taking off quite quickly in record shops as well as other outlets. Dealers will need to be in at the beginning if they want to do well. They can't afford to wait and see like they did on the music cassette, otherwise they will lose the business to photographic, tv and hi-fi shops." In this special supplement. Record Business examines the changes video will entail for the dealer and record industry over the next few years. 
Supplement Contributors; PHIL HARDY, CHARLES ROBINSON, JOHN HAYWARD, TIM SMITH and BRIAN MULLIGAN. 

for the experience to be pleasurable." The case of Panon in America is interesting here. After it was broad- cast sales of Magnetic Video's pre- recorded cassette went up rather than down. Steve Webber of VCL offers another answer. "People obviously 
There's nothing 1 can do about it. But they can only record what is broad- cast. It's not an accident that 50 percent of all the prerecorded tapes sold here are (soft-core) sex films. We put out programmes that offer a wider choice of material, music prog- rammes like our very successful Tina Turner cassette, sex films and sports programmes that simply aren't avail- able on broadcast TV." Michael Tanner of Intervision, the longest established independent video company, takes a similar line, though his company rents rather than sells most of its programmes. "We aim to provide alternative television, we are trying to make available a whole range of things that you wouldn't normally 

EMI, which is currently testing the video waters with a modest batch of 'name' feature films through its Vid- eogram Marketing subsidiary, takes what one might call 'the traditional view'. Donald MacLean, md of EMI Audio Visual says: "Many of our films, especially the Ealing Comedies, have been shown on TV and probably will be again, unless we choose not to make them available to TV at a later date. But they are available now to someone who missed them a couple of weeks or a couple of years ago, and we're presenting them in neat and informative packages." This last point is definitely true. EMI's is the most unpressive of all the packaging. Rank is similarly experimenting with video, offering a mix of film 'classics' (Bugsy Malone, Hamlet, the 1978 version of The 39 Sups), sport 

and instructional material at between £35 - £45 for VHS and Beta formats and between £45 - £55 for the Philips VCL 1700 format. Generally, when available, pre- recorded programmes for the Ppilips VCL 1700 machine are £10 more expensive than VHS (for JVC machines) and Beta (for Sony machines). All subsequent prices quoted are for VHS/Bela formats. Magnetic Video is the undisputed market leader - its The Sound of Music is the video best seller at the moment but sells programmes out- right rather than renting them out as some other companies do. With 33 solid titles, ranging from M' A' S' H to The Seven Year Itch and The French Connection, currently on sale for bet- ween £30 - £40 each and over 1,000 retail outlets, including every branch of DER (approximately 500), they have the product and the retail penet- 
Sales to retailers were around the £1 million mark within two months. Add to this a consistent pattern of increased re-orders from a wide range of retail outfits, including Boots, hi-fi shops, and selected branches of Tele- fusion and Granada TV rental shops, Magnetic Video is sure that it is the right approach. Intervision is wedded to the idea of rental, on the principle that £6 for three days rental will eventually bring in more than a single £40 sale. Moreover without the backing, and therefore the back catalogue, of a Hol- lywood studio, Intervision has had to generate its catalogue through a series of pick-up deals. One result of this has been that Intervision has the most varied range of programmes of all the video companies. The spread includes the ubiquitous sex films, a selection of Hollywood films to which have just been added three blockbusters. El Cid, The Fall of the Roman Empire and 55 Days at 

Peking and an adventurous collection of foreign films (Chabrol's The Unfaithful Wife and Malpertius, for example), chess games, Dick Clark rock concerts and even fishing prog- rammes. Intervision has just signed a deal with Dixons giving over 500 retail outlets as well as the 100 or so rental outlets. The company has a four-man merchandising team on the road, helping retailers to best present its video programmes. The problem independents like Intervision and VCL share is that of being squeezed by the organisations that 'naturally' deal with the most popular forms of pre-recorded casset- tes : the film and record industries. The record industry is not unfamiliar with video: it uses it for in-store promotion and it makes tapes for insertion in tv programmes like Top Of The Pops. Indeed Chrysalis has already gone one step further. It has already released a video cassette ver- sion of Blondie's Eat To The Beat hit album in America and is readying it for British release in the very near future. Also Mike Mansfield has already shot a video cassette of ELO's Discovery album and a Moody Blues concert. In the same vein IPG, best known for its video's of The Bitch and The Stud, has just released an hour- long Boney M video cassette. As yet, however, the record indus- try itself hasn't begun to market its own product to a significant degree; though the eventual arrival of the video disc should dramatically alter that situation. Music based program- mes are, however, an area of growth. In addition to those mentioned above, Audio and Visual (exclusively distri- buted through Video View) has a series of '60-minuie musical shows from American tv featuring artists like Peggy Lee, Paul Anka and Buddy Greco at £28.69, and Video Ware- house has a package of shows featur- ing the likes of Elvis Presley, Frank' Sinatra and Barbra Streisand at £39.95. Music, film, sex - notably with Video Warehouse's Electric Blue, a sort of video version of Penthouse - and minority interests (from motor racking and kick boxing to ballet) are now readily available in pre-recorded form. But if the video cassette has established itself in the market place, as yet there is no fixed retail struc- ture. So far video cassettes have tended to be sold through the retailers who deal in video hardware - hi-fi shops and tv rental stores. At the moment video is just breaking into the multiple chain store like Boots, but Pye with the formation of a video distribution division and kicking off with a deal with Mountain Films will be sharpening up the record store pro- file. There is a marvellous opportunity for the record retailer, skilled in the selection and selling of software as opposed to hardware, in the video field. Given assistance from the video distributors, the record shop could become, even before the video disc makes it appearance, one of the natural retail outlets for the video 
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RECORD BUSINESS VIDEO AWARDS 
1979 

1st Record Company Category 
"Video Killed The Radio Star." 
The Buggies. 
Directed by Russell Mulcahy 
Produced by Lexi Godfrey. 

1st Independent Label Category 
"I Don't Like Mondays." 
The Boomtown Rats 
Directed by David Mallet 
Produced by Lexi Godfrey 

1st Unscreened Category 
"Ain't No Age Like Rock & Roll." 
The Veterans 
Directed by Russell Mulcahy 
Produced by Lexi Godfrey 

"I am impressed that a music paper has at last acknowledged the 
contribution which video & film production companies make to the 
music industry: To win one award is great; to win 2 awards is amazing; 
to win ail 3 awards is absolutely fantastic. I would 
like to thank Russell Mulcahy, David Mallet and our long suffering 
Producer, Lexi Godfrey, together with all the other people who have 
helped support our production." 

JON ROSEMAN 



VIDEO SPECIAL  

THE RECORDIBUSINESS VIDEO 
Television commercials MAJOR RECORD COMPANIES: 1 -String Of Hits — The Shadows (EMI GRD) Agency - Cream Crea- tive. Production Company - B.M. Animation. Runners-up: Bookcassettes — Various Artists (WEA) Agency - Wight. Rutherford. Scott & Collins. Production Company - Vernon Howe Films. Best Disco Album In The World — Various Artists (WEA) Agency - Freeman Mathes & Milne. Production - Sunset & Vine. INDEPENDENT RECORD COMPANIES: 1 - The Singles 1974-78 - Carpen- ters (A&M) Production Company - Brooks. Fulford. Cramer, Seresin & Co Runners-up: The Very Best Of Leo Sayer (Chrysalis) Production Company - The Directors Studio. Crepes & Drapes — Showad- dywaddy (Arista) Production Com- pany—Rock Biz Pix. TV MERCHANDISERS: 1 -20 Hottest Hits — Hot Chocolate (EMI LRD) Agency - Colletl Dickin- son Pearce & Partners. Production Company - Dragon Productions. 

AWARDS 
Runners-up All Aboard — Various (EMI LRD) Agency - Collett Dickinson Pearse & Partners. Production - Dragon Pro- ductions. 20 Golden Greats — The Bachelors (Warwick) Agency - Davison, Pearce, Berry & Spotliswoode. Pro- duction Company - Gold Mason TV COMMERCIAL OF THE YEAR: .he Singles 1974-78 (A&M). 

Promotion Films MAJOR RECORD COMPANIES (Screened): 1 - / Don't Like Mondays — Boom- town Rats (Ensign) Production Company - John Roseman Associ- ates. Director- David Mallett. Runners-up: Accidents Will Happen — Elvis Cos- tellow (Radar) Production Company - Cucumber Studios Director - Rocky Morton-Annabel Jankel. Diamond Smile — Boomtown Rats Production- John Roseman Associ- ates. Director - David Mallett INDEPENDENT RECORD COMPANIES (Screened); 1 - Video Killed The Radio Star — 

Buggies (Island) Production Com- pany - John Roseman Associates Director - Russell Mulcahy. Runner-Up - Message To You Rudi — The Specials (Chrysalis) Produc- tion Company - Rock Biz Pictures. Director - Martin Baker-John Simms. Cool For Cats — Squeeze (A&M) Production Company - Zoetrope. Director - Derek Burbridge. 
(Unscreened): Highly Commended - Ain't No Age For Rock 'n' Roll — The Veterans (Fuse Music) Production Company: John Roseman Associates. Director - Russell Mulcahy. 

SQUEEZED ZOOM effects produced at Molinaire for the Peier Tosh Live film produced for EMI by Millaney Grant. 

The people 
who 
dream video A&M, WINNERS of the TV Commer- cial Of The Year and also the Inde- pendent Record Companies section in \heRB Video Awards with the Carpen- ters' album The Singles 1974-78, can take added satisfaction from the do-it- yourself aspect of the tv promotion, which resulted in a near 700,000 seller. A&M maintains an in-house creative design department and although adver- tising agencies were approached to handle the Carpenters' campaign, none of them came up with better ideas than those suggested internally. Following two days of out-of-town discussions between Mike Ross, art director and marketing manager John Cokell, the Christmastime commercial featured the highly realistic setting of a snow covered cottage and was filmed inside a studio! The filming was handled by Brooks, Furford, Cramer, Seresin & Co. who put the sequence together on the direct instructions of A&M. The two runner-up awards went to WEA for the first release of Bookcasset- tes and the Best Disco Album In The World. Bookcassettes was not an easy concept to promote visually. However, in conjunction with agency Wight, Rutherford Scott and Collins, the idea of 

EVERYBODY NEEDS 

WOOIWORTH 

\ A klNSTORE 

Contact: Bryan Whitman, Ltcil5-23 Porteus Rd, London W9 T^nhone 01-723 8495 
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VIOEO SPECIAL 

The Shad ""^ ^f/"h
s c°mmcrc
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ial 

the Major Record Companies KEVIN CiODLEY by Lol 
r fj B "gl jX rd" 

HBiJiHHvflih'HSa. Can video make the stars? 

'Ghosi Riders^ In The Sky' were used The answer isa qualificd^affirmative nobody will have a real opportunity 
Merchandisers section for "hich^e vjsu^images l the brevity of apt 

ElFCFlE^dS ESH'SfSSS Battle of the systems Geoff Howard Spinks said that the felt that the film with its slightly spooky i^wa^on ^rsex/sound'of Hm Village Of The^ L 

CBSmtmducel S^fpmTongTayer and RCA countered with the 45rpm 

t Philips is in the lead. That 

London NVIV 3EG Tel: 734 2723 
22 Tavistock Street 

RCA are talking about a £10 or £8 retail 



INTO THE 80'S WITH VIDEO 

FROM 

WYND-UP RECORDS 

WE HAVE ESTABLISHED A PRE-RECORDED 
VIDEO TAPE DIVISION 
COMPLETE CATALOGUE OF PRE-RECORDED 
TAPES AVAILABLE FROM WYND-UP 
Representing over 320 different titles 
SALES AIDES INCLUDE: 

The dealer can hire a 20in Colour TV and Video Recorder for less 
than £225.00 
Securette lockable display rack (holding 48 VHS tapes) also 
available for rental or immediate free loan 
*TDK, EMI, SCOTCH and BASF blank tapes in stock 
* Terms - All Dealer Price, without surcharge of any description, 
payment terms 30 days payable with 7 days of monthly statement. 

Wynd-Up Records Ltd 
Greengate Lane 

Prestwich, Manchester 
Telephone: 

Sales: 061-798 9252 
Switchboard: 061-798 0533 
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Guide to the video makers 



BEST TV COMMERCIAL 
BY MAJOR RECORD COMPANY 

■AJJbum 

IM 

the beat 

diaco commerciQla 

in the uuorld 

produced by 
6unaet+Vine 

for Freeman, Mathews & Milne and WEA Records 

EMI 

Produced and Directed by 

ccream) 
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VIDEO SPECIAL 

The retail opportunities 
worldwide per track." " ^ 31 

Over at Reaimhcath, Bryan Whit- WITH THE video cassette market now 12 pre-recorded videos, man's Woolworlh Instore Video plan is showing the first real signs of life, lead- Sales director, Leslie O'Meara. told now in its fourth month and gathering ing UK wholesalers and retailers arc Record Business: "It's taken us three 

siiiiil 

^ound I'mijiu tra" () ver'the^S vvor king wrnoTerdreadybud3"^Ihc company because it will be cheaper." 1PC VIDEO Ltd., 
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tojoin shortly 0urPriceareexpected is blowing^lladinVr^tmBdisplaf hemsln df/Ra^!"^! .^Intervkfra! Each of 15 singles is given 75 seconds' Topic Displays has launched Videad to IBS. VCL and Mountain catalogues. 
over the shop hi-fi as well as through level. and retail prices fall between £19-£45- eight headsets attached to the unit. By using various video films already although some VCR product is as much Displayed on a wire unit are featured available from libraries, record com- as £65. 

ESS 
25-33i percent is the norm on firm orders. 

▼IBiAft 
TV ADVERTISING -WHERE IT COUNTS MORE AND COSTS LESS. 

10 Wendell Road London W12 9RT 0T743 1029 
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The disc is EMI's objective 
\C^EA^ Managing movie^o|ie's ^seen^ at^a cmema^- 

ffiCOBD BUSINESS AWARDS 
acc..«SS£S»-0"o 
am6ss«T^IuC&pBOMO 

CREres«»"- ^ .RREFORTHBPB.CEOFOH6 

sr-ltm.- 

VIDEO SPECIAL 

eodisc is where it's going to be at. Round, my views has been al pretty pieces of plastic will be pur- music congress in H 

built into the wall of your sitting room, "The pubUshing industry said, and satelliting all the data in the world is a new kind of publishing'. It's aTht 

^W^hht^lTwem fairly directly that here's a whole new dimension. ^ 

home 'video3,'^however ^^shoSd ^"Though it was the last^to come in, 
198 b828 would ^ ^heVusI ^ar^of f^^re thalThrfUmtusL'e^People significant business for home video, in music are already startingj to talk 
Thrclsret'te1? yif rrrourere'ward^the becauself youTake a'lldeogrlm Sal's :. The disc is our ol in my "EMI h house, a VHS player, a Teletext system, and. a Viewdata terminal. Using these as a ofdi , of course; and t 

te one run by Garry P. 

lysTelTouVfn s^rTn^'g ^aa'pfoSisSdl The"mafnsTreamSS vTdeodisc w'uffc 
Phdips/MCA dUcs at home. TheyTe'aU ^ ^ ^ 



THIS RAM IS BilAKING 

THE FILM iliiim 8N BRITAIN 

% 

- 

His name is Mike Tenner He's the Managing Director of a video film library called Intervision. He's selling 10,000 cassettes every month. He sold 120,000 in his first year of operation. He's already established 370 major dealers who are renting and selling in the UK He's sitting on the biggest dealer network in the land. He has over 250 titles. He already distributes a unique collection of contemporary music from great originals to the sounds of today - and he wants to buy wore music titles urgently - if youVe got something of interest - it will be music to his ears - contact him now:- 

'iffnliE 

MONO-STEREO-VIDEO 

A NATURAL PROGRESSION 
A Horse Called 
Nijinsky 

T, 
i,—. : 

SAY HELLO TO THE FUTURE 
As you are no doubt aware, sales of Video Recorders have rocketed in the last year, and as a result the demand for Pre-Recorded Video Cassettes is rapidly increasing. 
We are pleased, therefore, to announce that our Fantastic range of Videograms is now being exclusively distributed to Record Shops by Rye Records Limited. 
For further details see your Rye representative. 
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The finest and most dramatic 

sporting action is now available 

in just one exclusive collection 

'BONEYM 
This hour-long video cassette brilliantly captures the singers in colourful concert, backed by the 
Black African Circus Group. Among their numbers are: 'Love for Salel 'Belfast! 'Ma Baker; 'No Woman No Cry' and 'Daddy Cool: THE SILENT PARTNER 
A marvellous 105-minute thriller starring Elliot Gould, Susannah York 
and Christopher Plummet; with original music composed by Oscar Peterson. 
Orders for these cassettes to: 
Pye Records Ltd., 132 Western Road, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3UT. Tel: 01-640 3344.  

And now that IPC Video have 
launched first-run feature films,The Stud' 
and The Bitch; while still on general 
release, this video collection is truly the 
greatest advance in the history of pre- 
recorded cassettes. 

IPC Video are renowned for the 
quality they have brought to this exciting 
new home video era. 

The content of their cassettes is the 
the best available and originate from the 
most authoritative and dramatic film 
libraries, and they are recorded to the 
highest possible standard from specially 
prepared two-inch broadcast-quality 
video master tapes. 

Each programme is then beautifully 
packaged in IPC video's much admired 
hardwearing dust-proof vinyl case. 
With full wrap-round colour covers this 
packaging is the best available and 
magnificently reflects the content quality of each programme. 

This collection of over 50 films has 

already proved particulary popular with 
the ever growing band of home video 
enthusiasts and now, with a substantial 
advertising campaign to back them, the 
sales of these cassettes are re-affirming 
IPC Video as Europe's leaders in home 
video programming. 

If you would like further infomation 
about this collection or would like to 
become one of our stockists, simply 
complete and return this coupon. 
fpiease let me have further information about IPC | Video's cassettes. 

Name   

■w ■w ▼ ▼ 
\KMirror 
VISION _ MirrorVision is an IPC Video Product [ Surrey House, 1 hrowley Way. Sulton. Surrey SMI 4QQ  | 
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snesearch Computer.... 

USE PICKS jafthaweek 
4ATCHB0X ilNNY ROGERS SI/SPECIALS 

(Magnet) (UA) (2 Tone) 

NEWHELElSEi Due in the shnps this weekend THREE MINUTE HERO/SELECTER SAVE ME/QUEEN OUT OF CONTROL/ANGELIC UPSTARTS CARRIE/CLIFF RICHARD TOUCH TOO MUCH/AC DC TROUBLE/999 SINGIN THE BLUES/DAVE EDMUNDS MAYBE TOMORROW/CHORDS I FEEL LOVE/DONNA SUMMER GIVE ME JUST A LITTLE MORE TIME/ CHAIRMEN OF THE BOARD JUDY IN DISGUISE/SILICON TEENS I AIN'T GONNA CRY/BARBRA STREISAND 

(2 Tone) (Eiynr) (Warne jt) (EMDC) (Atlanti. ) (Polydoztr) (Swan son. <3r) (Polydo jtr) (GTO) 
(Infernczs ) (Mut^ ) (CBS ) 

EiCl , Top action from the RB Top 100 and Indie Char4 

BABY I LOVE YOU/RAMONES DANCE STANCE/DEXYS MIDNIGHT RUNNERS MOTORBIKE BEAT/REVILLOS 
(Sirs ^ (Parl . j (Dindisc y 

OFF THE WALL c 
(poiyd01" > Coming out of nowhere 

captain beaky/captain BEAKY 

itjonthese radio stations: 
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WE LIVE FOR LOVE 
limited edition picture sleeve 



RADIO 

UUEEC 

Edited by GABRIELLE JAMES 

Capital will hold gala for 

Duke of York re-opening 

Beeb success 
with digital 
broadcasts THE BBC has successfully broadcast its first digital recordings in a series of experimental transmission on Radios 3 and 4. Initial reaction from listeners has been favourable and the BBC intends to continue its experiments throughout the 

There are no plans as yet for the use of digital broadcasts on either Radio 1 or 2 because the benefits in reduction of background noise and tape hiss are, in the present experimental phase, more suited to Radio 3-type music which includes quiet passages and uses a wide dynamic range. Also a variety of outside locations are used where the overall ambience is important, yet can get dis- torted using analogue recording lechni- 
"This new series of recordings made under a variety of conditions will give us the experience necessary to assess the purpose-built digital audio recorders, stereo and multilrack, that will be appearing in the next few years," says Duncan MacEwan, the BBC's chief engineer, radio broadcasting. The recorded programmes are sent from London to BBC radio transmitters throughout the UK through the BBC's 

brought into operation in 1972-the first 
"Digital recording offers advantages that could have quite an impact on the technical quality of productions," says MacEwan. "It allows us to exploit a wider dynamic range much more easily than is possible with analogue equip- ment. There is a complete absence of wow and flutter and a much lower level of non-linear distortion. Perhaps most important from the listeners' point of view will be the reduction in tape hiss which in the case of orchestral and choral programmes tends to detract from the enjoyment of the performance. BBC radio believes that digital audio recording is a very important develop- ment for the future." The first digital transmission was on Radio 3 on Christmas Day - the Festival of Nine Lessons and Carols from Kings College, Cambridge which had been recorded digitially on Christmas Eve. It was followed by a transmission on Janu- ary 16 recorded at St. John's Smith Square, the venue of the next recording to lake place on January 28 for transmis- sion on Radio 3 two days later. A further four are planned for February and one in March. 

18 

HAVING COMPLETED renovations and redecoration to the tune of £500,000 Capital Radio will be holding a special gala performance to celebrate the re- opening of the Duke of York Theatre which the station purchased from Peter Saunders just under a year ago. Offi- cially the theatre re-opens with a pro- duction of Rose starring Glcnda Jackson on February 28. 

IT'S EGG racing time again. Pictured above is David Salmons with his ans- wer to the problem of transporting an egg over 12 metres in the shortest possible time, the only motive power allowed being a size 10 (tiny) elastic band. This ingenious contest is staged by BBC2 and BBC local radio stations who run local heats. Salmons' "Egg-Shellerator" com- pleted the course in 5.62 seconds in one of two heats held by Radio London to accommodate the 180 people who applied. BBC2 will screen the heats in a series of programmes starting in March culminating in the final which was due to be recorded at Covent Garden's yet to be opened Transport Museum yesterday (20). 

Tranny man in 
BRMB schools 
safety campaign 
BRMB RADIO launches a road safety campaign for children this week similar to that run by Piccadilly. 100,000 safety packs have been prepared in conjunc- tion with the West Midlands County Council for distribution to parents via junior and infant schools. The campaign kicks off tomorrow (22) when the BRMB tranny man appears at a school in the city centre. Two more "personal" appearances have been lined up. Headmasters at all chil- dren's schools in the area will receive the package prior to ordering the appropri- ate number as demand dictates. The package contains a letter to par- ents, a poster which includes a ready- for-colouring picture and a reflective safety sticker. The campaign was origi- nally devised for launch before Christ- mas when the reflective sticker would have been most useful on dark mornings but production problems prevented 

taken included the removal of pillars from the auditorium which supported the royal circle, dress circle and balcony but interfered with sight lines. Deputy managing director of Capital Brian Morgan told RB that the work was "a remarkable achievement, particularly the design and installation of cantilever steel beams to replace the pillars. It really was a mammoth undertaking." The Duke of York now boasts an added extra in the form of a studio floor situated at the front of the theatre below the offices. Not only can the studio be used for interviews in conjunction with 

house productions, but eventually it could relieve the pressure on Capital's Euston Tower premises in the recording of special features. Richard Digance's Folk Club, for instance, may well find a more suitable and convenient venue at the 630-seater theatre than in the Capital foyer where it is presently recorded. The possibilities currently being con- sidered in programming terms include audience involvement through lunc- htime concerts and late night chat shows. It may also be used for station presentations like the Operation Drake evening held last year at Wembley Con- ference Centre or for ILR presentations. 

RS&M pull in the tour ops 
HOLIDAYS WILL prove the largest single category toadvertise nationally on RS&M stations in January, according to sales director Malcolm Grant. Towards the end of last year Grant and holiday sales co-ordinator Peter Harding attended the ABTA conference in Los Angeles which produced "very positive 

Radio Sales & Marketing produced special rate cards geared to holiday advertisers which included free ansaphone services and the mailing of brochures. "We found the trip to LA extremely advantageous," Grant said. "All the major tour operators were 

Pluggers air 
their product 
RECORD PROMOTION people with aspirations to be radio stars are being given the chance to become personalities of the airwaves through a new prog- ramme idea devised by Tony Prince, programme director of Radio Luxem- bourg, in which his favourite pluggers 

The first programme, to be recorded on Friday February 1 for transmission on Thursday 7, at midnight features (surprise surprise) Gary Farrow of Chinnichap, Alan James of Rime Enter- prises, Diana Warren of Ariola and Mick Carling of WEA - all winners of 208 Promotions Awards in the last two years. The four took pan in a pilot programme which Prince says worked really well. The show is built around a discussion of the pluggers' latest product with Prince plus the appearance of a guest artist introducing his or her latest release which is then judged by the panel. "1 believe that once the weekly show is established we will find certain record company promotion executives develop- ing their own radio personalities - as for instance Mickic Most on ITV's New Faces," says Prince. 

there. We intend to go to the next one in Florence at the end of the year." Philip Pinnegar, sales manager at Capital Radio, also made the trip. Radio Hallam, which is sold nation- ally by RS&M, reports record local sales figures for December. Says sales man- ager Audrey Adams: "Last year our gross income for December was £78,000. This year we set ourselves a target of over £100,000 even though November was unusually quiet. An all- out effort by all sales staff was made - all holidays were cancelled - and the sales team worked really hard to get the money. "Total local gross income amounted to £102,561 - a record amount since Radio Hallam came on the air." Before Christmas RS&M set up and financed a weekend training course in Hayling Island for members of its con- tracted stations' sales teams, a venture which proved so successful that Grant is considering repeating the idea with a national sales programme for RS&M's 
RS&M's LBC sales team were joined by Victory's John Roach and sales staff, Beacon's Robbie Dunn and team and Hallam's managing director Bill Mac- Donald plus sales team. "It was an ideal opportunity for hte teams to get together and find out how the others operated," said Grant, "As the industry develops it becomes increasingly important not to forget basic sales techniques. As more and more people come in to radio, there is less and less time to train. The course, was run by Ros Tew who has wide experience in teaching basic sales technique. John Roach, who joined Radio Victory from Metro, wel- comed the course and has introduced regular sales training on the same basis at the station. "I think sales training was long overdue in radio," he told RB. "After all, it has been customary in the press for a long time. Talking to some of the sales people there I think it was the first full sales training they had had. Mistakes were made but, as Ros Tew said, it was better to make them there." 
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Pinnacle 

The UK's fastest expanding Record Distributors. 
More than 100 labels carrying over 

1,000 titles available. 
The complete Music Company with - Promotion, 

Production, Licensing (Pinnacle Records) 
& Publishing. 

See us at Midem, Stand Numbers 
A017 and B031. 

Pinnacle 

The UK's top audio products distributor. 
Serves over 8,000 accounts with - Styli, 
Audio Accessories, Audio Aids, Cases, 

Shure Cartridges, Storytellers. 
Our Styli stocking and presentation 
scheme makes us a market leader. 

Record Sales, Telephone: 0689 73141. 
New Accounts, contact George Holloway 

Telephone: 0689 27099. 
Pinnacle Electronics, Electron House, Cray Avenue, Orpington, Kent. 



focus on PINNACLE 

Success in the 

Seventies - growth 
in the Eighties 
OVER THE last year Pinnacle has emerged as almost a one-company growth industry in the distribution field. Under the guidance of managing director Terry Scully and general man- ager Tony Berry the Orpington based firm changed from a company which distributed just five independent labels at the beginning of 79 to an outfit which w handles over 100 tables - and is on the se h for e\ : Pinnacle is not only a distribution set-up. There is the Pinna- cle label which enjoyed a re-birth around 18 months ago, not to mention its two affiliated production companies, Camden Music Productions and Tycho Music Productions, and two publishing companies - Arretta Music and Lynton Muir Music. The growth of Pinnacle is by no means over, either. According to man- aging director Scully his target is to eventually create a completely separate Pinnacle music division within the whole Pinnacle organisation. He is aiming to achieve this by the end of 1981, and is by no means secretive about his opinion that Pinnacle by the end of ths 80s will be considered a major within the British music industry. Originally Pinnacle Electronics was simply a distribution company. It's been in existence for around 40 years and for most of that time the company has concentrated on distributing electronic equipment to retail oudets all over the 

It's sister company. Hall Electronics, which is the export arm of the operation is the world's biggest importer and exporter of valves, as an example of the size of the set-up. Pinnacle edged its way into the record business in the middle of the last decade through the Story Teller range of spoken word records, the production company co-owned by Scully and 1TN newscaster Andrew Gardner. Laurie McGregor, head of Pinnacle's 

international operations, was involved in the creation ofStoryTellcrandrecalls that this was the start of Pinnacle's involvement in ths record industry. "In the process of making these records," she explained, "we had to set about getting background music together. Through that we got to know more and more people in the record business who in turn began to suggest that we should get far more involved in 
The result was the formation of the Pinnacle label just over four years ago. "The first band we signed," she says "was Flintlock who had a tremendous run of success in this country. Right now they're concentrating their efforts on the overseas market and, as just one example, they're doing incredibly well 
"Looking back on the start of the Pinnacle label I think it's reasonable to say that we got into the record business in completely the opposite way from everyone else. The normal situation is you have the artists and the product and then you set about setting up distribu- tion and that sort of thing. "With us it was completely different. We had the distribution network set up already and 80 per cent of our accounts were record outlets due to the fact that we handled audio accessories, styli and all that sort of thing". However, Pinnacle did not plunge into record distribution immediately. It has only been over the last two years that it really became involved and, more specifically, over the last year that Pinnacle really concentrated on it - courtesy of Tony Berry. General manager Barry joined Pinna- cle from Arista, where he had been regional promotions manager, to become second in command to Paul Lynton as marketing and operations manager. This was in the middle of 1978. "The first that we decided to do,' 

TONY BERRY, general manager of Pi 
recalls Berry "was to set about re- launching Pinnacle. We had a new label designed and set about looking for hot new product. The first single under what I like to call the new phase was a version of the old Mamas and Papas hit 'California Dreaming' by a band called Colorado which we licensed from an Italian company. "We dreamed up a major marketing campaign, the core of which was a series of dealer mail-outs and sample records which we sent to literally every dealer in the country. The record charted within weeks and to be quite honest we were over the moon because although we expected it to do well we never imagined it would happen so quickly". 

The next big one was the disco smash 'Dr Who' by Mankind which eventually racked up sales of 200,000 helped by aggressive marketing. This Took the company through to January last year and then, Berry says, came a period of re-evaluation. "We were distributing just five labels then and it occurred to us that we should really try and build a more solid foundation. Trying to compete in the hits race with the majors was a very high pressure situation and we really needed a broader base to operate from. Hits are very much the cream on the cake after all". 

LAURIE MAOGREGOR, head of Pinnacl 

Best wishes to 
PINNACLE RECORDS 

on reaching the summit 

k 

h 
% 

you attempting to scale the heights of the record industry and find yourself in difficulties, don't hesitate, call on the exports. Sherpas Norbury and Coates will hurry e and assist you to the refuge ai 
CRS LTD IRacord Label Printers! Eastcotts Road Bedford 
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focus on PINNACLE 

The feeling at Pinnacle was that in distribution lay the company's greatest potential for growth. After taking over as general manager when Paul Lynton departed to form his own production and publishing companies. Berry devoted 90 per cent of his lime on building the distribution side of the company and ironing out the administ- 
"1 personally approached a lot of labels which I knew needed strong distribution," says Berry, "and I did a lot of general prospecting as well. I had a sort of master list of labels in my mind and what I was after was a varied roster of quality. We needed labels that covered the whole musical spectrum from classical to new wave and from reggae to rockabilly. We needed steady catalogue sellers and not just pop hits - after all that's very much the high risk end of the business and you need a good base to support that kind of risk". The labels now distributed by Pinna- cle include Chas Chandler's Barn Records, which boasts Slade and talented singer/songwriter Nick Van Eede, Chiswick, Rabid, Waldos, rocka- billy specialists Ace, Neil Rushton's soul and disco outfit Inferno Records, reggae labels GG and Robot, Birming- ham's highly-respected Big Bear, Redif- fusion and MOR labels Amber, Buffalo and Look. 

THE TELEPHONE sales girls. 
Pinnacle has an 18-strong force of field reps including three area managers who handle not only records but also all the other products that Pinnacle distri- butes. Berry says that since the expan- sion of its distributed labels set-up the sales force has had a steady flow of product and consequently no longer needs to continually re-motivate dealers - unlike in previous limes when scarcity of Pinnacle releases meant a big sell 

every time the reps stepped into a record 
On the delivery side, a new system puts Pinnacle, according to Berry, "in line with the 24-hour delivery promises that the majors make". Previously Pinnacle had problems with delivery of records via parcel post. Now packages over one kilo in weight are delivered by Courier Express except in the Home Counties where Night Rider takes over. "This has increased our speed of delivery tremendously. We process orders the same day they are taken and at worst dealers will have their orders fulfilled within 48 hours". With 600 titles on its catalogue Pinnacle needs to be strong on stock control and Berry says that the company is so hot in this area that at any given time 96 per cent of those titles are in stock. "This is largely due to the efforts of our man Paddy Foley who handles stock and allocates computer numbers to the individual titles". 

. at worst dealers will 
have their orders fulfilled 
within 48 hours.' 

THE COMPUTER i 
It's worth pointing out that Def Leppard, whose first single was distri- buted by Pinnacle, were so impressed by the efficiency of Foley and his computer department that they invited him to_a Hammersmith Odeon concert and pre- sented him with a gold disc in apprecia- tion of his efforts. "And Paddy came back from a holiday he was on because he was so delighted," recalls Berry. Pinnacle has a team of seven tele-sales girls and its own art department. Berry also makes special mention of the despatch room team and factory man- ager Reg Booker. "They handle all of our distributed product," he says, "but when there's a rush on a particular record they'll drop everything and make sure that order is filled on time. The whole company is very flexible and everyone really pulls together which is the beauty of such a compact and family-type operation". 

When you reach for the top 
youve got to Oe well covered 

That's why Pinnacle Records Tinsley Robor Group 

U 
James Upton 
Limited 
Birmingham (021) 692 1171 Telex 336731 For 7" and 12" sleeves 

& 
Robor 
Limited 

nor 
um 

Lancing (09063) 5381 Telex 877171 
For 12" sleeves, inner 
bags and disco bags 

Howards Printers 
(Slough) Limited 
Slough (0753) 32271 Telex 848781 
For wallets and gatefold 
sleeves 

Tinsley Robor Group Limited —Leaders in Record Packaging Robor Works, Churchill Industrial Estate. Lancing. Sussex BN15 8TX, Telephone; (09063) 5381 Telex; 877171 
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focus on PINNACLE 

Recession helped us - Scully 
MANAGING DIRECTOR Terry Scully has been at the very heart of the Pinnacle group for the last 25 years - the first ten specifically with Hall Electron- ics and the latter 15 with Pinnacle. He is described by members of his staff as "the best man in the world to break bad news to and the worst to break good news to". In other words he is consistently calm, unruffled and stable. It's a reflection of his personality that during the recession that the industry has been undergoing Pinnacle itself has remained pretty calm and unruffled. Indeed while everyone else was cutting back Pinnacle embarked on its massive increase in distribution which leaves it now with more than 100 labels to boast of. "The major point to make," says Scully, "is that we are really not in the same position as other companies in the record industry. "In fact the recession has helped rather than hindered us. First we have always been a compact and flexible organisation and aside from a slight cutback in advertising and promotion activity we haven't had to trim down in   any way. We were never overstaffed so Pinnacle with when the squeeze came we knew that salesmen. My everyone in this organisation was vital complete 

TERRY SCULLY, managing director of Pinnacle. Above, Pinnacle's Orpington below, the record bay. 

and doing a good job. "It would be silly to pretend that as far as our own label is concerned we haven't suffered the same as everyone else but that has been more than compensated by the expansion of the distributed labels. "With the majors cutting back on product and cutting down on the number of new bands they were signing ' i a perfect position to offer i 

s own specialist team of Scully's final longterm prediction is industry. "We have the ability and the iew is that it will be the that in three or four years Pinnacle will potential to achieve this and we certainly division offering every- be regarded as a major by the rest of the have the ambition", offer. thing that the "I would like to see this happen by the end of 1981 if we can keep up the progress that we have already achieved with the considerable efforts of Tony 
"I'm certainly very pleased with the steps that have been taken and I'd like to say that in Tony we have good manage- ment. At the end of the day that's what business and Tony has earned bands and new labels access to the the respect of everyone in the company market - an accessibility they couldn't and he's also produced the figures - find anywhere else but with an indepen- quite an achievement", dent distributor. Scully wants to see yet more labels in "The fact that we are by no means the Pinnacle fold. "We can't afford to solely a music business company has say no to new labels, provided the also helped us ride out the recession, quality of music is there. Make no That has been part ofour flexibility with mistake, we are hungry for new labels revenue coming in from distribution of and will actively pursue as and when record care product and similar things, they emerge". This is our main area of flexibility". Scully is eager to strengthen Pinna- However, Scully is at pains to ensure cle's sales force and to increase its roster no-one is under the impression that of dealers. "Expansion in every field is Pinnacle's commitment to the music important. Also we must ensure that our industry is anything but whole-hearted, service to dealers is second-to-none and "My longterm thoughts are to build that we have a consistent flow of good, up a separate music division within varied and viable product to sell them". 

New budget cassette line 
PINNACLE HAS just acquired dis- Says Tony Berry; "These tapes are of tribution rights for a new range of the highest quality with excellent pack- budget pre-recorded cassettes - from aging. There is also an extremely German company Bi Bi Music. well-produced presentation book which Initially 39 titles are available includ- our reps will be taking around with the. jng the Sounds Like series which "Any tape that sells at this price must consists of cover versions of hit record be able to find a market but I think the plus cassettes by established country most important thing about them is that artists such as George Jones and Texas they give the independent dealer a jim. chance to compete in this field with the The tapes will retail at 99p each and multiples", the dealer price will be 60p plus VAT. 
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I CONGRATULATIONS | 
TO 

TERRY SCULLY 

AND 
PINNACLE 

ELECTRONICS 

FROM 
ALL THE STAFF AT 

OREAKE LTD 

Sterling Trading Estate Sterling Works Rainham Road South Dagcnham Essex 
01-592 0242 



mwa RECORDS 
New Release 

'Give me just a little more time' 
'You've got me dangling on a String' 

'Everythings Tuesday' 
by Chairman of The Board HEAT 16 

Distributed by Pinnacle 

SRT Records 
Available Thru' Pinnacle Distribution 

NEW 45 
Paint it Black' 

by TECHNO POP sms 79424 

MIDEM enquires; Pinnacle Stand Nos A017 & B031 
or Phone Dave Richardson:01-446 3218 

Distributed by Pinnacle 
POP/REGGAE 

Caught you in a Lie' by Louisa Mark 
7--VOY0012 12"-12VOY0012 

Like a Fool' by The Blue Notes 7--VOY004 12"-12VOY004 
FUTURE WAVE ROCK 

The Russians are Coming' by AD 1984 7'V0Y005 12" 12V0Y005 

Coming Soon- new wave ska/reggae 
Lets Get it Together' by Steelock 7" VOY0013 

NEW WAVE 
'Tonight' by Zipz 7" VOYOOM 

MIDEM Enquiries;Pinnacle Stand nos.A017&B031 
or Phone Reg McLean:01-223 6543 

E90only the Home of THE 'BLUES - 0K- we've got the Hottest Amen cam J&Band Btues Kecorafog of the jo's - Cousmjoe, Howestck.-James, Stg Jbhm Wrencher dud more - we are also the Home of BRUM BEAT which is about to sweep the Nation. Up front - THEQUAP5 Charted with' There Must He Thousands', next, THE QANCfSTERSthen THE THRILLERS - Ton'tsay we didnt warn you I Several territories still available. Contact Tim Simpson at MIPEM on the PINNACLE STANh, No's A017-BO31 or Hotel de Far is C3&30890 Big Bear Feoonds, igo Monument Foad, Birmingham. FI58UU > Fhone: 021 d5H 7O20 ^ 

Already Played on Radio One 
v She makes me Blue' 

by The Features 
HIT 4-6 

ASM Records are pleased to announce 
that this45&future releases will be available 

Exclusively from Pinnacle 

^ We are pleased 
j|Fto press for Pinnacle 
%and their associates- 
^Keep on Climbing! 

Lyntone Recordings 7-9Wedmore Street 
Archway London N19 Tel:0T2631378 

m 

Print £or Pinnacle 

C.M.C.5 Print and Colour Limited 
Phone:DQrtford(88) 75432/3 



focus on PINNACLE 

Pinnacle's distributed labels 
ROCK/NEW WAVE/CONTEM- Green); Radio Records (Suzi Hcndrix); ROCK 'N' ROLL/ROCKA- Showstoppcrs. Gloria Jones, PORARY: Rhesus Records (The Tunes); Rich BILLY: Gaye, Chairmen Of The Bo Tcaboy (Janet); Rola Records Qohnny Freeze); Absurd Records Coppin); Seahorse (Shades); Sensible Aee (Ge 

aamie WUde^Slade, Nick Van^Eede, Pure Product); Swamp (Telephone Bil Faith, Clint Eastwood, 
Big Records (The Hobbs, Denizens! (SatyoT Uptown oScT'zombi^)"; SOUL/DISCO: Levi, Mosiah); Big Bear Records (The Quads, Vague (art Failure); Vibes (Reducers); Prince Hammer, Creadon Rel Chequers, Ray King); Blacknoise Voyage International (AD 1984); Wal- Colony (Tamala Lewis, Destiny (A1 Campbell, Nora Dean); Voyage International (AD 1984); Wal- Colony (Tamala Lewis, Destiny (A1 Campbel Homosexuals, L.VOAG); dos (Nigel Simpkins, Tea Set, Bodies); Orchestra, Creation); Destiny (Dobie (Brimstone); Records (Canned Rock); Wavelength (Spies, Joe Public, Color- Gray); Echo (Donnie Elbert); Hobo KSV (Freddie McKay, Glen Brown, otorhead. The lOl'ers, tapes). (Leiah Ikafa); Inferno (Freda Payne, Sylford Walker); Robot (North Bank, " Space.   Louisa Mark, Danny Ray, Leo Simp- Table, son); Soundoff (Storm, Tabby); Voyage 

Now a thousand gs""'"-'-"0-" 

KtfSSSS dealer mail out 

'"W.5 'ta'dol "TS mo"! R„mmohBotr!,y bioj'^aUmi'' Don'mtm JAZZ: 

!Sg!K£s«5.ss r^ss^-ssrtsirjf ssssssr-"-*""'- Harbour Records (Hooker, ZldjO, Jupi- some »ho rak,|U,e a».re otju.^how MOR 

Yakety Yak, Rockhouse); Local (Scan- Pinnacle's first full catalogue is no' dal);MHG(Psykik Volts); My Records available and Berry says this will t 
5SSHSS 

the Moron, Gyro, Time Out, Tim 

Concept Records 

DEL RICHARDSON 
"Lady With the Red Dress On" {CR100) Good luck Pinnacle with this, your 100th label Concept Records (06285) 25335 

- 
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AIRPLAY 

GUIDE )0 1 2 BETTER LOVE NEXT TIME DR.HOOK 2 O 5 SPIRITS (HAVING FLOWN) BEE GEES 3 3 WITH YOU I'M BORN AGAIN PRESTON &SYREETA 

THE TOP COMPUTERISED GUIDE TO RADIO ACTION IN THE UK AND IRELAND 
AIRPLAY RATING /iJ 

A A A 

sas=;=rcE 

irpj 

i 

■■DBDBDBEID 

Disl O 
Key To Station 

B-BLisI C-Exiras 



The Airplay Guide features playlists which are in force in the current week (except for Radio Hallam which due to production deadlines is for last week). Playlists normally only affect daytime Monday-Friday shows. 

NEW ADDITIONS TO PLAYLISTS ARE SHOWN IN BOLD TYPE Basic Key A Main Playlist/Chart - Breakers/Climbers C - Extras ★ -Hit Picks . - Station Pick 
Key To Station 

BREAKER ST.GEORGE AND THE DRAGON TOTO 
BREAKER FANDANGO DANCING GRACE KENNEDY BREAKER SIT DOWN AND CRY ERROL DUNKLEY 
BREAKER WHEN THE LIGHTS ARE OUT DUMMIES 

BREAKER EASY MONEY RICKIE LEE JONES BREAKER IT ONLY HAPPENS IN THE MOVIES DAVID I WANT YOU FOR MYSELF GEORGE 

BREAKER I'D RATHER LEAVE WHILE I'M IN LOVE RITA COOLIDGE BREAKER WORLD DAVID ESSEX N T CRY FOR ME ARGENTINA LENA MARTELL BREAKER WEAR IT OUT STARGARO   BREAKER COME TO ME FRANCE JOLJ  
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SHOWCASE new albums |«**«« CHART BUSTER - platinum album ** STEADY - wonbwhile catalogue ot specialist albur 

'if 

VIRGIN 
RECORDS 

An enthusiastic singles sales representative prefer- ably with previous experience to cover the North London area. 
Clean driving licence essential as is an aptitude for hard work. 
Tireless energy and good sales will be rewarded with a competitive salary, excellent bonuses and a company car or van. 
To arrange an on . . . 01-727 8070. please ring Hilary 

CHART BUSTER - platinum album ** STEADY - woitbwbile catalogue or speciali HOT - major album witb silver ot golrl polcnlial with crossover polential or simply new ano noperui UP-AND-COMING - strong release Irom * STRICTLY LIMITED - specralisl market sales only 

SS CONSTRUCTION BRASS CONSTRUCTION V (Unilcd Arrisls) UAG 301 

ale Biilie Jo Spears in pufsumga more Pop ofiented f 
HERBIE HANCOCK GREATEST HITS (CBS) 0 I Thoughl II Was You' and 'Tell Evetybody'. 

tnd Single o( I.tle Itack weni gold in US A lor this 
, Ihis lime, by Tom Dowd and leaiuring his 

. ■ : , ■ I I • i1' ' V , ■ I t ..Vrf.J II' lh- f.-.O 

S. GOLD & SONS LIMITED 
BRITAIN'S NO. 1 Complete manufacturers catalogue in stock at all times. 

Our prices - strict trade on orders over £150 value, otherwise 3 per cent handling charge. No rounded up figures to disguise inflated prices. Accessories include Card, Polythene & PVC covers, Blank cassettes, Minors, Record & Cassette Cases, Minor badges & up to the minute sew-on patches. We can supply anywhere in the world and extended finance can be arranged for export customers-our service to Northern Ireland is, without doubt, the finest, and we offer a 24-hour service to the whole of the UK. We are now firmly established in our custom-built warehouse and would welcome anyone who wishes to call and have a look around. We have been in the business for four years. REMEMBER THE NAME- YOU'RE GOING TO HEAR IT A LOT 
S. GOLD& SONS LIMITED 777/779 High Road, Leytonstone, London E11 4QS PHONE 01-558 2121/2 24 hour answering service 01-556 2429.  

le; R-RCA; S-Selecla: U-Warwick, 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATES 
mnls. Monlhly 10%. FoftmflhUy 15%. Wo«k JNE FOR BOOKINGS AND COPY IS NOO PRIOR TO PUBLICATION ^U»Ma

E^
y0U"0r 

s,dN;« 

200% MARK UP Mirror Badges (up to 3 colours) from lOp. Send for free sample and title list. ALSO pop key fobs, prismagic badges, concert photos, fine art sketches etc. Send £2.00 (or com- plete set of samples to: Dynamics (Dept. M3), 6c Brand Street, Hilchin, Herts. Tel: 0462-35198. 

FOR SALE 
BALING W.13. 2 Bedroom luxury flat, garage, long lease, 5 mins. from the Broadway. £36,950 o.n.o. Tel; 01 -434 1611 (Daytime) 01-997 9615 (Eve.) 
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SMALL LABELS 
=: f 11 ALBUM CHABf -60 ,es market, outscl.ing   

LP 'Stations OiThlcl^^i.OO^p). The album is far outselling all indie 

MsWilcox"^^^"^ 

1 
Holly" 

IzO 
i 

II-IE 

IStStSig 

s= 
'6a,i,a"Richa,d 

The Album Chart : compiled by Racord Business from sales information supplied by the RB Dealer Panel 
- Re-Entry^ * BuM i PtaBnim Di»c (300,000 uloe) e Qokt Ohsc (100.000 salse) O SIXw Disc (60,000 sales) 

WSTWOUTOns A—Pye. C—CSS; O—Ronco; E—EMI. F—Ptioooesc; Q—K-Tel; H—UgOtnmg. J—Multiple Sound; K—Croote/CBS, L-Luotons; M-Spertan; M-Entorprise; O—President; H-RCA; »-Selectt: O-Werwidc; W-WEA. 
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NEWS 

Pickwick 
ups prices 
BUDGET COMPANY Pickwick Records is to up its prices from Febru- ary 1. Standard albums are increased from £ 1.75 to £ 1.99 and double albums rise from £2.99 to £3.49. Cassettes will continue to retail at £1.99. 

Island starts 
singles label 
A SINGLES-only label called Square Records has been launched by Island Music to provide immediate exposure for working bands signed to the publish- ing company. "Other publishing companies have formed record labels, but Square will have a totally different approach," said Keith Aspden, who will be in charge of a&r. "We are interested in other record companies signing our bands. Square will concentrate on one-off singles, and we haven't any plans to release albums in the near fumre." Island Music managing director Peter Cornish and Aspden are both directors of Square, and the label will be launched on February 1 with a single called 'Radio Saviour' c/w 'Mr. Mystery' by Viva. A second single by The Decoys will be available in March. The label will be distributed by Spartan and pressed by Island Manufac- 

« 
I , 

}>- 
Lj 

MAGNET REFUSES to confirm or deny whether the legs belong to md Michael Levy. Nevertheless, the label's latest signing Bad Manners (long-term, worldwide deal) appear to be enjoying themselves. 

Marianne album margin 
reduced by Island 
ISLAND RECORDS has reduced the explained; "It was the highest dealer dealer margin on Marianne Faithfull's margin in Britain. We did it as an Broken English album from 40 percent to incentive to establish the album with 365 percent. retailers. This was beneficial to both The LP was released in early Island and the trade, but now we have to November, but because of EMI's deci- return to economic reality and that sion not to press the disc, it was handled unfortunately means setting the dealer by independent companies. margin at 365 per cent." Island sales manager John Knowles 

Merchandising Deals 

Poodles 
giant sleeve 
THE FIRST 10,000 copies of the new Fabulous Poodles album Think Pink are being released by Pye's Blueprint label in giant 24-inch square sleeves. Out on February 6, the album will be supported by advertising on Radios Capital, BRMB, Piccadilly, City, Clyde and Forth and extensive consumer press advertising. Also lined-up are over 250 nationwide window displays. 
AFTER SWIFTLY selling out all 50,000 of its limited edition three-EP set Metal Box, Virgin Records is re- packaging the material as a double album in 'metalic-look' sleeves and entitling it Second Edition (VD 2512). Released on February 22 it will retail at the Virgin double LP price of £7.99. Also from Virgin is Sparks new album Terminal Jive (V 2132) due for February S release. Backing the release will be 200 national store displays and display space in the rock consumer and trade press. 

MUSIC SALES clinched a series of deals in late December. The first gives the company sole distribution rights to the music trade of book publishers Cassells' music titles for inclusion in Music Sales' 'Books About Music' catalogue. After seven years close co- operation, Dick James Music has agreed a new long term print and distribution deal with Music Sales from January 1, covering existing material and forthcoming Dick James titles including the book for a forth- coming tv programme by Don Black and Andrew Lloyd-Webber. Leading drum material publisher in the USA, Henry Adler Enterprises, will be represented in the UK. His catalogue called Award Music features 75 books dealing with the study of 
DIN DISC RECORDS has signed Monochrome Set, and plans an LP in March. The Virgin offshoot has also signed American singer-songwriter Laura War- man and Peterborough band The Name, who are seeking a producer for their first album. 

VIRGIN MUSIC has signed Doll By M.A.P. THE independent promotion Doll to a worldwide publishing deal, and marketing company set-up by The band's second album Gypsy Blood Mike Tobin and Roger Upright, has was released last month on Automatic opened new offices in Coventry. The Records. address is Horizon House, Warwick 

Road, Coventry. Telephone (0203) 21212. Former WEA sales promotion manager Tony Cannon has also joined the company as Northern area execu- tive. Lou Goodridge, formerly with Record Sales, has joined M.A.P. based at the Coventry head office. 
Nicklaus coaches 
on double tape 
JACK NICKLAUS, the world's number one golfer, has recorded an instructional course on cassette which is available in the UK - but not through record shops. The package, entitled How I Play Golf comprises two cassettes on which Nicklaus discussed the fundamentals of the golf swing in conversation with Bing Crosby, plus an illustrated book complementing the narrative. It has been acquired by Angus Publications and is being sold by direct mail at a rrp of £7.95. Angus Publications has been formed by Bill Martin, managing director of Martin-Coulter, the music publishing and production company, located at Alembic House, Albert Embankment, London SE1. Martin, a keen golfer, has the rights to the package for the world outside 

The Nicklaus venture is likely to lead to other How I Play recordings involving such personalities as Bjorn Borg (tennis), Ray Reardon (snooker) and Leighton Rces (darts). 

Kemps 
trade 
directory 
re-styled 
THE KEMPS Publishing Group, which specialises in trade directories, has completely restyled the 1980 edition of its International and Recording Indus- try Year Book, available direct from Kemps at £10.50. The information provided has been expanded and reclassified to simplify use. It has also been produced in a new format. Aimed at studios, concert promoters, agents and managers, the publication features sections on concert and broadcast services, the recording, promotion and production of records, the suppliers of sound equipment and general industry contacts. 

Polydor 
catalogue 
offer 
IN AN attempt to stimulate back catalogue sales, Polydor Records is currendy offering dealers 30 tides at the special price of £3.75. Among the albums are Rainbow's Rising, Children Of The World by the Bee Gees, Connie Francis' 20 All Time Greats, the Jam's/« The City, the Who's Who's Next, Nobody Does It Belter by Jack Jones and the Jimi Hendrix LP Isle OfWight. The offer lasts until February 9 and normal dealer margins apply. 

Ins &; Outs 
STEPHEN SHRIMPTON - who recendy left his post as head of EMI Australia after a five year stint - has been appointed managing director of Paul McCartney's MPL group of corn- 

He built up a good relationship with Wings during the band's 1976 Australian tour and replaces Brian Brolly who left last year. February 11 is the starting date for his new duties, in which he has been given responsibility for co-ordinating marketing strategy, tour organisation, liason with Capitol and CBS executives and general administration of McCartney's busi- ness affairs. 
BRUNO KRETCHMAR (33) has been appointed managing director of Inlersong usic after moving to the company in 1978 as general manager and director. 
BERT MEYER has been appointed executive controller of the Benelux Countries for MCA Records. 
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m ra FROM m m 

pickuick 

'AN EXPLOSIVE ELVIS PROIVIOTION' . Backed by 

extensive RADIO and IN-STORE campaign. A wide 

range of LPs and TAPES ONLY £1.99 DOUBLE 

ALBUMS ONLY £2.99 

NEW 
(ELEASES including 
"DOUBLE DYNAMITE" 
•-record set with giant 
iLVIS poster (23" x 35") 

FREEnside. 

mam 


